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CINEMATOGRAPH
LANTERNS s¥:e° ror DRAWING ROOM *c LECTURE HALL.
MAGIC
“OPTIMUS” Limelight
may be adapted without alteration at an extva cost of 169., or in lien of Lamp, 18. 6d, extra.
Fach Magic Lantern is efficient for Exhibitions. The Lens gives crisp definition, being a superior Achromatic Photographic Combination
of two
with rack and pinion. It is fitted to a telescopic lengthening tube, so gaining increased focal accommodation. The Condenseris composed in
complete Box.
plano-convex lens of 4 inches diameter. ‘he refulgent lamp has three wicks, yielding a brilliantly illuminated picture, Eachis

LANTERN
PHOTOS.
Plain 1/Coloured 1/6

oe
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Superior Japanned

Metal Body,

All Accessories

;

Gulch
ceanv outside
Mahogany

qe ces
pceearae
Iron
Body, Brass

Russian IrIron Bod y,

Body, , Japanned

Metal Staves, and

Brass Sliding

Sliding Tubes.

Tubes.

.
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Sliding'Tubes:

at
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reasona ble prices

Perforated Russi

Body,
Mahogany
Stage and
B

CATALOGUE

adice

OCT
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TH

Sliding Tubes.

|" POST FREE,

HOLBORN CIRCUS, LONDON. 7 ‘OPTIMUS.’7
& RAYMENT, NN 5 “iiue'c<’
PERKEN, ; SON
OY
eT
a
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TT
IT
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Price £4 As,

SLIDES.

AND

Fas LANTERNS

HELIOSCOPIC

LANTERN

Is the Best Lantern that can be made.

Larger Lenses and larger Condensers.

Can be used for Oil or Limelight.

lig you desire to purchase, hire, or exchange Lanterns and Slides, you
do better

cannot

than

call or send

TYLER,

to WALTER

who

makes this business a spécialzté, and supplies all articles better and
Large stock of second-hand
cheaper than any house in the trade.
Largest collection in the world
Lanterns and Slides; great bargains.
of Lantern

ANNUAL
LANTERN
MAGIC

Slides.

Certified collection

of Slides over

500,000, which

can be had on hire at the following rates :—50 for 3s., or by subscription,
450 for £1 18., or 1,000 for £2 2s. In quantities, and at times conae

venient to customers.
WALTER TYLER'’S New Catalogue, upwards of Goo pages, fully illustrated,
now ready, post free, 12 stam ps ; stnaller Catalogue, 6 stamps ;and second-hand Lists,
post free.

WALTER TYLER warsei23'%on>. LONDON,
ss

USE

ise

:

LUMIERE’S
SOLE

AGENTS:—FUERST

GINEMATOGRAPH.
BROS.,

17,
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LANE,

E.C.
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CINEMATOGRAPH LIMES. |C. W. LOCKE,

For the Exhibition

of High

Class

MAKER

OF

Spree caatern Werk |High-class Optical Lanterns

Special sizes to order, for high or low pressures.

AND

Proressor Maven, F.R.G.S., suys:—* Their chief
peculiarity is undoubtedly the quality of the light, which
ia at least 20 per cent. above all others I have tried.”

eyecare ee

7

INCANDESCENT

ae

LIME

Locke's

Improved

High-power

Office and Works—

COMPANY,

OXYGEN!

Jets;

Blow-through Jets; Screw-down Valves for Jets, Etc.

bocgn ec owrineea

OXYGEN!

ACCESSORIES.

ialities,—-l
Patent:
-ocke’
High-power
s Mixed Gas

Specialities.

Further Testimonials on Application.

THE

ALU

244, Tottenham Court Road, London, W.

OXYGEN!1s HYDROGEN!

Compressed in cylinders of the very best manufacture, and guaranteed tested and
thoroughly annealed to meet the recommendations of the
Home Offce and railway regulations. At ver great expense, the most perfect
and improved plant has been erected to produce and compress
the purest and best Oxygen, which is supplied
on most reasonable terms.
Without duubt the CENTRAL OXYGEN
WORKS are the most
perfect in existence for manufacturing and compressing.
Customers are invited to inspect during business hours.
CYLINDERB,
GAUGES,
VWALYVES,
JETS,
LIMES
and every requisite supplicd for successfully working the limelight, at the very lowest
possible price, by the

CENTRAL OXYGEN WORKS,
Sheffield
Street,
Lincoln’s Inn
E
Inn Fields,
Fields, LONDON,
N
Stet
W.C.
en Street,
E
Lincoin's
LONDON, W.C.
OPTICAL

LANTERN

LECTURES,

By RALPH DARLINGTON, F.R.G.S

My Travels in Egypt and Experiences

MORLEY

&

COOPER,

My Travels in Greece, Turkey end Asie MeotoSea
= |70, UPPER STREET, LONDON, N.
Pompeti,
Past
aud
resent,
and
the
Bay
of
Naples—£0
slides.
LANTERNS,SLIDES ano ac ACCESSORIES. LECTURER’S LANTERNS row 17/6
The Sights of Rome—50 Slides,
on the Nile—150 Slides.

A large stock of New and Second-hand Cameras, Lenses,
A
F

Constant‘nople and its People.

Prospectuses and Terms for Lectures on Application.

and

R. DARLINGTON, Greenheys, Llangollen, North Wales,

PHILIPP
The latest films.

Photographic

Sundries

on

Sale

SOT ABEISHED. 1843;

WOLFF

or Exchange,

for FILMS.

The most marvellous, original and mgenious subjects.

PROTE
CTED
UNDER
THETE
PAT
PR
OT
UNDER
EC
THE
PATENENT
T LAW.
D
LAW

Corsican Brothers.
Photographing the

Cinderella.
Faust and

Ghost.

woudanese Subjects.
oma

|

Gretchen.

|

CHARGE OF 2Ist LANCERS.
MACDONALD’S EGYPTIAN BRIGADE. | |
SEAFORTH HIGHLANDERS LEAVING CAIRO.

P W. Projecting Machines and Cameras
Special films taken for Customers,

for taking films are absolutely the best.
Films developed and positives printed.

Philipp | ect iseee, | Wolff.
Sh

Paris.

LONDON:

| Rooms,

f Ani

Concerts,

_

etc.

|

Berlin.

9 & 10, Southampton Street, Holborn.
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Animated
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Pictures.

HUGHES’

GREAT

ABSOLUTELY
xO
FLICKERING.

1

MOTOR~PICTOROSSOPE.
(BY

ROYAL

LETTERS

ii,
CAN BE USED
WITHOUT A
. SHUTTER. .

PATENT.)

The consummation and embodiment of great improvements on all other
cinematograph machines. Beautiful sharp, steady Pictures from 10 to 20
feet or move. The outcome of nearly two years’ exhaustive experiments.
ADVANTAGES: New Piston Plunger for gently drawing down the film,
therefore never tears or injures—New Film Cage—Films are never
scratched or defaced—Films are almost everlasting
— New Focusing
arrangement
for Lenses (useful and

clever)—New

Automatic

Miniature

Art Picture frame with Focusing—Special cut-off Shutter; a great addition

on all other shutters—&c.

"The Ultimatum of Perfection.

Price £45 10s. complete, with high-class Lantern, &c.,
READY

MACHINE
Not

a third
Do

FOR

USE.

SEPARATELY,

£38.

nn
HUGHES’ NEW. CINEMATOGRAPH,

the price it should be considering
mechanism and its capacity for results.

NOT

PURCHASE

TILL

YOU

HAVE

GAS Tosco,

its superb

SEEN

THIS.

PHOTO
A superb

Steady.

-Instrument.
ROTO

S
COP
Perfection
at E
the

little

No flickering.

Can be attached

Pictures with Pamphengos

Oil Light, 12 to rq

to same Machines costing £15

PRICE
With

Machine, Pamphengos
Lantern (as illustration)

to £2O,

Greatest

of the 19th

Optical
aA
aA

2d., including

Superior

£13

13s.

Peep Show.

Pictures appear like Limelight

HUGHES’

Money Taker

Gives 4 feet

Limelight.

COMPLETE,

in

sie Pere Sher
ate aie

=|

"= Dhoto-Rotoscope Peep Show.
The

with

High-class workmanship

Lamp, Jet. and
rs
es

Illustrated Particulars,

=

Price.
,
.

to any Lantern.

Century.

PICTURES IN OPEN DAYLIGHT (WINTER OR SUMMER).
RESULTS.
SPLENDID
9 FEET.
LENGTH

Price £21

10s. complete.

"Zasicttars, 3d.

Grandly Illustrated
3d.
Hughes’ Essay on Cinematographs,
Catalogue of Everything connected with all the above Cinematographs,
Hughes’ Bijou Living
Illustrated Film Lists, 3d.
Gd. post free.
lustrated
Picture Camera; the most perfect made; price £15.
Particulars, 2d.

HUGHES’ IMPROVED DEVELOPING APPARATUS for 75
feet of Film, Cylinder, and three Baths, for £6 10s.
A very complete and reliable apparatus.

ww.

C.

HUGHES,

BREWSTER

HOUSE,

¥a

i

Specialist in Optical Projection (Established 30 Years),
32, MORTIMER ROAD, KINGSLAND, N.

iv.
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HESMarvettous PAMPHENGOS.
FURTHER

IMPROVEMENTS

.—The finest Oil Lighted Lantern extant, gives brilliant

12 to 14 feet pictures ;no smell, no smoke, no broken glasses; over 3,000 sold; 4-inch
Condensers and . large diameter Lenses, which give superb results.
Not 43--inch and
long focus front lenses.
With oil, these involve loss of light—nor chimney dampers
which are evils to be eschewed.
No smoke.
No broken glasses.

a

|

NOTE—The £6 6s. is reduced to £4 42.

Hep
it

Have no other if you want pleasure and satisfaction.
Hundreds of Testimonials
legitimate sources.
Particulars Free. A really scientific lantern.

PERFECT
A
OIL
LANTERN.

THE

MARVELLOUS

The £4 4s, to £3 10s.

PAMPHENGOS

from

LAMPS.

The £2 2s. reduced to £1 10s.
The £1 10s. to £1 5s.
The £1 1s. to 16s. 6d.
Hughes’ Universal 4-wick Lantern, 18/6. Blow-through Jets, 8/6.
Mixed Gas, 12'-. Cheapest house in the world for good things.
*\
={
Fj

Before purchasing, send for Mr. Hughes’ elaborately illustrated
Catalogue, r8o original engravings, price 6d., postage 4d. 60,000
Slide List. 5d. Mr. Hughes, at his rooms and studio, has ‘the

erandest

display

of high-class

Projecting

Lanterns,

Novelties,

Ettects, Carriers, &c., &c., the world bas ever seen. The
‘ Docwra," the “Grand, ” the “ Miniature Malden” Triples, as
supplied to Madame Patti, Prof.
Malden, Dr. H. Grattan Guinness,
the Maharajah of Mysore, Colin
Docwra, Esq., Capt. Chas. Reade,
R.N., the Polytechnic, &c., &Cy

Pamphlets free.

50

Beautifully Coloured
LISTS

Hughes’

NEW LECTURE SETS,
Spanish-American
War.

Slides on Loan, 3s.

Life of Gladstone.

FREE.

Handsome
Bi-unial,

Mahogany

Solid brass fronts, all improvements, 4-inch
best condensers.

Price

Hughes’

£6

Newly

16s.

Improved

2,000 Candle-Power

MAGNUM MIXED GAS JET.

| 2a

LL

Vor the Cinematograph.
Ona
new principle. All screwed’ and cast.
Two movements for lime.
Nothing to surpass it;
very portable, unique; will fit any Lantern.
A

SPLENDID

Price

|

JET

£3

FOR

RESULTS

10s.

PERFECTED
ALTER
CONSIDERABLE
EXPERIMENTING.
The

|,

cheapest

Bi-unial

(ESTABLISHED

House,

82,

Mortimer.

Road,

World.

C. HUGHES,

Specialist in Optical

Brewster

in the

Kingsland,

Projection

30 YEARS),

LONDON,

N.
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Lantern Journal and Photographic

Enlarger is issued on the 1st of every
Pence, and may be obtained from
Railway News Stalls, Photographic
the Publishers, at the following rates,
12 months, 3/-.

month, price Two
all Newsvendors,
Dealers, or from
post free :—

United States, 75 cents.

Exoxanae Column, General Wants, &c. (not Trade)—
First 20 words, 6d.;
and for every 3 additional
words, 1d.

SMALL ADVERTISEMENTS must reach the office not
later than the first post on the 24th of each month. All
cheques and postal orders to be made payable to the
Magic Lantern Journal Company, Limited.
EoviToRiaL

J. HAY

communications

TAYLOR,

must

Advertisements

be

and

addressed,

business

communications
to THE
MAGIC
LANTERN
JOURNAL COMPANY, Limited, 9, Carthusian
Street, London, E.C.

American

Agents :—The

International

and 85, Duane Street, New York City.

—

US

mma
)

Wedding
marriage

Optical Magic

Price 2d., Post-free 3d.

Bells.—We

feel assured

that

our

readers will join with us in congratulating Mr.
Edmund A. Robins on the occasion of his

NOTICES.
TuE

WORLD.”

News

Co., $3

on

the 10th ult. to Miss Elsie

Olney,

and in tendering the couple every good wish. On
several occasions Mr. Robins, who holds an

Important position with the Eastman Photoyraphic Materials Company, at their Harrow
Factory, has contributed excellent articles to
the columns of this Journal.
~

bead

am

Mr. Edmund H. Wilkie.—We are pleased
to learn that Mr. Wilkie, who was at one time
one of the leading lights of the lecture platform
at the late Royal Polytechnic in its palmy days
of lantern entertainments, has recovered from
his long illness, and is once more occupying
his energies in connection with the commercial
side of lanterndom.
He is making a special
feature of high-class mechanical and other slides
and effects for the lantern.
Not only is he a
high-class artist (assisted by an experienced

staff), but also skilled in the various mechanical

methods of making effect slides, which give most

142
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startling effects on the screen.
In some of ; Spectacle Makers’ Exhibition.—From tho
these slides mechanical appliances of intricate | 3rd inst. an exhibition of optical, scientific, and
workmanship are employed. Several particulars
mathematical instruments will be held for a
of these he is kindly giving details of in his
week at the Mansion House, London, under the
articles entitled ‘Optical and Mechanical
auspices of the Spectacle Makers’ Company.
Effects for the Lantern’”’ in this Journal for
he
~
>
those who are capable of making same, but,
£200 Prize Competition._Some time ago
we may add, these slides may be obtained
the Thornton-Pickard Manufacturing Company,
from Mr. Wilkie himself.
His address is 114,
Limited, announced that they intended giving
Maygrove Road, West Hampstead, one minute’s
away £200 in prizes for photographs taken with
In ° their apparatus.
walk from Brondesbury railway station.
200 prints have been sent in
his catalogue details of some beautiful dioramic
and as there was a slight difficulty in determining
effects are to be found.
Those interested in
the comparative merits of several pictures, the
this delightful phase of the lantern will do well
number of prizes has in consequence been
to send for this catalogue.
increased.
The following are the winners :—
>

a

Class I.—First prize, Pierre Dubreuil; second
prize, A. A. Bellingham;
third prize,
I.

me

Royal
Photographic
Society’s Exhibition.—On the 24th ult., this annual exhibition

Spalding; four prizes of £5 each, O. Kurkdjian,
Viscount

de Valle

Paraiso,

W.

Kirk

& Sons,

was opened with a soiree to which most of the , H. G. Kennard;
highly commended, J. C.
prominent people in the photographic world ' Burrows, W. D. Welford, W.H. Whittard, W.N.
were invited by the Council. A large number
Dow, J.S. Brown.
Class II.—First prize, A.
were present and an enjoyable evening spent.
Lindsay Miller; second prize, E. G. Boon;
This

East,

exhibition, which

S.W.,

is held at 5a, Pall

will remain

open

Mall

till November

. third prize, W. J. Warren;

12th. Those who visit it will thoroughly enjoy
the pictures.
aa

The

-

Heaviest

~

Metal.--The

heaviest

in the world

is the metal

osmium,

white

with

lustre,

metal

violet

fourth

prize, C. F.

Inston ; eleven prizes £3 each, R. W. Robinson,

H.

Owen,

F. H. Vine,

C. M. Wane,

A. W.

Andree, J. Ii. Hunt, A. E. Banfield, C. Metcalfe,

J. Patrick, Henri Breux, louis Meldon ; tweaty
prizes of £1 each, J. Warburg, H. C. Leat,
thing | Mrs. Jeannie Welford, J. N. Taylor, H. E.

the blush-

which

Brightman, H. EK. Harris,
G. H. Lillie, H.
Allison, W. E. Inston, W. D. Hussey, W. P.
Thompson, E. Hopkins, A. H. Duncan, J. Smith,

(the

popular Sceence News explains) Mr. Smithson
‘Tennant discovered 90 years ago in the | W. S. Poole, G. J. Shepherd, J. C. Oliver,
residue from dissolved platinum ores. This : W.G. HE. Robinson, T. C. Sole, H. S. Parsons,
metal has a specific gravity of 22-477, that of
W. Barry.
gold being 19-265, lead 11°367, iron 7:79, and
>
*
lithium, the lightest, only 0594. The French
chemist,

Joly,

determined

that

osmium

is

|

A New

Cycle

Lamp.—Lanternists,

who

are

also cyclists, will be interested to know that
Mr. R. J. Moss, the manager of the Abingdon
Acetylene Illuminating Company, Limited, of
Birmingham, has for some time past been
engaged in perfecting a small, neat and compact lamp. It is expected to make its appearance
the: electric arc, which Moissan has of late
employed successively in the manufacture of | in a week or so.
oe
oad
a
diamonds.
Under this fierce heat the rare
The Rilford Oxygen Generator.
—\Ve learn
metal ruthenium, which used to be deeined all
that a new oxygen generating apparatus is
but infusible,
readily melts, but osmium
about to be placed on the market by Messrs.
remains refractory, there being apparent only
of Bradford,
and that it will
On this account , Riley Bros.,
the faintest traces of fusion.
generate oxygen in five minutes and will work
osmium
cannot
be prepared in sufficient
tor any length of time, provided it is properly
quantity to make it very usefulin the arts. But
fed with oxygen charges. It is also said to be
its alloy with iridium, which defies the acids, is
of some value, nothing better having been found | automatic in action. We hope to be able to
Being non- | express an opinion as to its working, as soon
wherewith
to tip gold pens.
as the apparatus is ready and certain patent
magnetic, its employment for the bearings of
i formalities are completed.
the mariner's compass has been advocated.

likewise the most infusible of metals.
It could
never be made to yield to the oxyhydrogen
flame, which makes platinum and iridium run
like water. But Joly had been subjecting
osmium to the excessively high temperature ot
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Ca
transparency making (from
GENERAL ADVERTISEMENTS.
A

PROFESSIONAL lanternist and cinematographist
of great experience is open to engagements, with
or without his own apparatus, in town or country, on
very moderate terms. Reference, Editor of this Journal.

—Address, Optics, 18, York-street, Walworth, London.
ANTERN
slides.—London views, the Zoo, West-

minster Abbey,
St. Paul's and Canterbury
Cathedrals, Edinburgh and neighbourhood, Forth Bridge,
St. Saviour's, Southwark, etc., 6s. the dozen; many new
sets this season.
Send for new list.—John Stabb, 152,
Kensington Park-road, Bayswater.

Lem

slides.— Exhibitor who has accumulated

an immense

variety offers 5,000; great bargains;

lists free.—Baker, Lantern Exhibitor, Salisbury.

negative),

free from

grain;

ve

any size
slides coloured best

possible style ; list of hand-painted dissolving eflects, 1d.
—Address, Wilkinson & Co., Artists, Sunderland.
|B eee
requires man, of 35, accustomed to buy
and sell photo and lantern goods; Scotchman
preferred.—N. Y. Z., Macic
9, Carthusian-street.

LanTern

JOURNAL

OFFICE,

| )KALER requires saleswoman, with experience in
sclling photo goods and hiring lantern slides;

state age, wage, experience.—X. Y. 7%., as above.
XHIBITOR.— Dealer requires first-class exhibitor,
good also at workshop duties; state fully age,
wage, experience.—X. Y. Z., as above.

C MPLETE lantern and outfit, for oil or limelight,

| |ANDSOME: bi-unial limelight lantern, solid brass
fronts, splendid lenses; only used last season;
everything complete;
price on application.—Baker,
86, Fisherton, Salisbury.
ANTHRN slide colouring, from ds. 6d. per dozen;

A. Gardiner, 1, Caledonia-street, Paisley.
PDAKGAIN.— beautiful hand-painted slides, framed,
26 Missionary, 52s. ; 35 Pilgrim's Progress, 70s.;

work

|

hand paintings and effecta, from 7s. 6d. each; best
only.—C. Smith & Co., Dissolving View Artists,

18, Unper Fox-street, Leicester.
(XO

lecturers.— Now

ready,

UWO sets

ot slides,

micro-

being out of the usual style of slides;

list for

scopic marvels, 38 slides in each; all beautifully
photographed from nature;
mever fail to please an
audience,

stamp ; either of above sets packed in box, carriage free
in the United Kingdom, 35s.—Mason, Manufacturing
Optician, 69, Park-road, Clapham, London. S.W.

WISNTY-SIX Diamond Jubilee slides, with reading,

138. 6d.; cost 24s.: used
Bailey's-lane, Stamford Hill, N.

twice.—Holloway, 125,

THE
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mouth
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Arthur,

Wellington
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can

taking films, two lenses by Darlott, of Paris, £5 103s.;

be attached to any lantern:

ment, exchange

no

approval

no

abate-

for slides or pair of 40 feet cylinders.—

QUALITY

& SLIDES

ONLY.
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UNIVERSAL SCIENCE LANTERN.
(IVES' AND
NEWTON'S

PATENT.)
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The Three Fronts are mounted on one Table, and may be removed,
so that the Photochromoscope or Cinematograph may be
ut in its
place. The Condenseris hinged, so that it can be swung outof the way.
Fully Illustvated Catalogue of Lanterns and Scientific, Educational
and other Slides, 6 Stamps.

os

37

NEWTON & Go,,3, Fleet St., London, E.C.
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Geological Formation in the
Gloucester

..

i
28.5

51

for home and abroad; fakes and effects, copyright.
— 67, Wellington-street, Bradford, Mancheater.
UNEMaATOGRAPH
macaume
for projecting
and

SLIDES

Life of Christ

+e 221

Astronomy—Knowledge

‘> XOPEBas,
SSOR
lanternist and ciuematographist

1898-99.

SLIDES

Artists,

hand and in good condition, suitable for hiring
out trade; any quantity; must be cheap.—List with
prices to Lantern slides, c/o Optica LANTERN JOURNAL.

The ‘‘NEWTONIAN

SLIDES, &c.

Season,

Send

ANTINRN slides wanted, cumpiete sets, etc., second-

LANTERNS
OF

For

18 Hymns, 12s. ; 30 Miscellaneous, from 6d. each.
for list.—Bonner. 60, Old Bailey, E.C.

J. Bate, 67, Wellington-street, Gradford, Manchester.

OPTICAL
LANTERN

and about 300 various slides, cheap.—Particuiars,

Holy Week..

5a

| Stations of the Cross

|

Stereoscopic Pictures
Westminster Abbey...
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GENERAL
OR

ADVERTISEMENTS

sale,

quantity

regulators,

slides

Primus

in sets, gas

cylinders,

lantern, sheets, etc. ; list sent.

—22, Shaftesbury-road, Watford.
AGIG
LANTERN
JOURNAL,
Decembar,

.— Continued.

1896, bound, 1897

June, 1889,

to

unbound ; 10s. 62.

--F. Balson, North Alliagton, Bridport.
WO blow-through safety limelight jets, as new, 5s.
each ; one mixed ditto, 6s. ; other lantern and photographic suudries.— Wilshere, 236, Lavender-hill,

I

S.W.

Spanish-American war,

Q4s.:

50 Norway;

10s.;

60 Round

others.__Newman,

the

16a,

world,

Aberdeen-

road, Clifton, Bristol.

ANDSOME bi-unial, biow-through jets, dissoiver,
complete, in strong case ready for use.—-For
particulars, apply to Dr. Herbert, Denhigh.
ANTERN

slides.—Iilustrated

hymns, songs, effects,

including beautiful illumination scenes; also set
Egypt and the Nile.— Write, (+., Sunaydene, Forest-roa4,
Walthamstow.
O

clear,

cheap,

some

good

coloured

second-hand

slides, including temperance effects, comic mottoes,
etc., etc. Send us your plain slides to colour and you will
he delighted.

Price lists free.—T.

Wing. Chatteris.

WO
iron-lined
theatrical limelight boxes, cach
complete on stand, with 6 inch plano-convex lens,
revolving disc with four coloured mediums and blowthrough jet; also two quick changing carriers for above,
and 10 coloured mediums,

£5

10s.;

pair of 6 iuch focus

double
combination
achromatic lantern objectives
(Newton's), with brass fronts and O. G. sliding tubes,
£2

10s.;

pair 4 inch

short

25s.; large diameter
to extend

focus condensers

for above,

single lantern rack-front (no lens),

15 inches, £3 5s., cost £6; all in good working

condition.—
W. Baynes, Braganza, Torquay.
DVERTISER,

lime, suitable
able

results,

would

having discovered a superb hard white

for limelight:, which gives remarklike to meet one or two gentlemen

with capital to manufacture

on a large scale.—M.L.J.,

9, Carthusian-street, London, B.C.
ANTERN clides, full size; sets of 12, all coloured,
sacrifice, 2s. 9d. per set; lecture gratis; list free.—
Ziegler, 279, Corfield-street, Bethual Green.

tga

resistance

lantern; exchange same

coll, for electric light iu

for injector jete, opaque

screen, slides, lantern accessories, etc.—Goldthorp, 34,
Hartley-street, Oldham.
Ay aise ev
clearance.
— Photographic
lantern
slides by York, etc., with readings, all 6s. dozen,
many coloured;
60 Palestine;
48 China;
86 Queen
Victoria ; 40 Egypt; 36 India; 28 Natural phenomena;

18° British Museum; 80 Scripture; 12 Bible customs;
60 Comic tales; 40 Comic slipping —H. W. Collins,
Edenbridge, Kent.
RIN’S, nearly new, 20 feet oxygen cylinder, 30s.;
regulator, 10s.; gauge, 10s.; new ep'rit jet, 10s. ;
7 feet

screen,

38.;

12 feet red bordered

screen,

15s.;

pressure boards, 36 by 30, 5s.— H. W. Collins, Edenbridge.
ESIGNS.—Artist is open to detign slides, etc., in
any

style;

serious,

comic, effects, borders,

etc.;

long experience with one of largest makers; cngravings
altered and arranged as slide designs.—Address, Tapp,
Idle, Bradford.
ANTED,

portable —Send full particulars
Baker-street, N.W.

of

Devonshire.—Send

list

price to T. H. Hartley, Fairholme, Burnley.

44, Upper

OR sale or exchange, several good sets of lantern
slides from life models, coloured, viz.:—Almost
wrecked,
32; Saved from the sea, 10; Peep vehind the
scenes, 36; Prayer and potatces, 12; Chaffiach’s nest, 9;

9; There’s

help at hand, 28.—R.B.T., 44, Upper Baker-

street, N.W.

i? you want your negatives developed, printed, or
enlarged, or slid -s of b:st quality made, send to the
Manacer,

Studio, 60, Old Bailey

ana

E.C.

| |YMNS, good bold type, own make, large variety,
exceptional offer; write for prices, also hire list.—
Tearle Lantern Stores, Luton.
OMIC slides, slipping, cata-trophe, ets.; good assortment; unusually low p-ice for quantities.—Tearle
Lantern Stores, Luton. _
NTERTAINER’S
clearance
sale
of
lanterns,
apparatus, slides, etc.; magnificent bi-unial, £16;
four 10 feet cylinders, tested by Brin's, £1 each; Beard’s

cinematograph jet, 15s.; Brown's mixed jet, 10s. 6d.;
two Duplex regulators, 183. 6d. each; Primus incandescent gas jet, 10s.; four linen screens, 20 feet £2,
14 feet 30s., 9 feet 16s ,6 feet 93. ; bamboo stand, making

all sizes

4 to 20 feet, £2 173. 6d.;

leading artists;
man's wedding,

coloured

slides by

12 Villags blacksmith, 24s.;
20s; 23 Rochester, 46s.;

10 Fire18 Jane

Conquest, £6 103. ; 14 Temperance house Jack built, 16s. ;
dissolving effects; 9 Rock of eges, 203.; 5 Day and
moonlight Venice, 10s.; plain life models; 30 Jessica's
first prayer, 128. 6d.: 8 Gambler's wife, 48. 6d.; 24
Terrible Christmas Eve, 10s. 6d.; 70 Life and Jubilee
Victoria, 30s. ; 30 Miscellaneous, 8s.; coloured cinema-

tograph

Lumiere

film, 50 feet

(dancers)

£3.—Letters

only, C, Mose, 27, Tamworth-road, Croydon, Surrey.
INEMATOGRAPHS.—I beg to inform the dealers in
cinematographic apparatus that I am ready to

supply them with my excellent Rateaugraph (patents
5,026 and 18,014/97) at the very reduced charge of £2 lés.,
for apparatus including lenses;

my apparatus takes any

sort of perforation (American or French) and gives a
picture perfectly steady, free from flickering or otherwise; experiment by appointment, and full particulars
at once

on

request.—For

letters,

Augustus Rateau, 25,

Margaret-street, Cavendish-equare, London, Ww.

SPECIAL.
Optical Lanterns, with 4 inch Compound Condensers and
Three-Wick Lamps, 22/-; with Four-Wick Lamps, 24/-. Handpainted Slides from 4d.; Splendidly coloured 3% by 3} Slides in
sets of 12, price 2/6 per set; or four sets for 9/6. Full-sized
Slipping Slides, in mahogany frames,
Changing Comic
7d. each or 6/6 per dozen.
Lever Action Slides from 1/6
Rackvwork Slides (including chromatropes), 2/6 each.
each.
Best quality double motion Interchangeable Chromatropes,
‘* Lightning” double-carrier
4/3; extra Discs from 6d. per pair.
Slides for small Lanterns from 5d. per
Frames, from 1/- each.
dozen. New Catalogue gratis and post free.

ROBERT
H. CLARK,
Wholesale

slides

to R.B.T.,

Jack the conqueror, 12; Oiled feather, 12; Wedding bells,

eres
lantern slides, cotoured photographs,
1) lot of effects, 6d. each; 50 Switzerland, 193. 6d.;

20

sale, good temperance religious sets: suitable for
missions, etc.; very cheap; less than maker's
| prices. —Tearle Lantern Stores, Luton.
V
ANTED, good second-hand bi-unial, with at least
two set of lenses; must be light, strong, and
Ke

ROYSTON,

Optician,

HERTS.
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Rotherham

the monthly

Photographic

meeting,

held

Society.—At

on

the

6th

|

A

Serious

Oxy-Acetylene

Ex-

ult.,

there was a brief chat on ‘‘ Optical Lanterns,”
introduced by the chairman, Mr. J. Leadbeater,

who

showed

ordinary

patterns ; also

single

lanterns

for vertical projection

and photo-micrography.

A number

choice

and

were

(old) hand-drawn
handed

round,

aud

of

painted

very
slides :

a promise was given

that later in the season they should be exhibited
on the screen.
=

MONG the questions receivad during
the past few days, we have one from
a reader in foreign parts, asking
for the cause of a serious explosion
he lately had at his studio. As

and _ bi-unial

m

IE

|

a)

the subject is one of public interest,
especially to those who, far away
from all opportunity of receiving cylinders

| of compressed

a

oxygen, make

their own gas and

' use it from a tank on the gasometer principle,
it is to be hoped that some who may be placed
New Cinematograph Films, etc.
— Messrs.
in a similar position may profit by the exWest and Son have just introduced some 18
perience of others—we will give full details.
new film pictures consisting of field gun drill,
In one corner of the studio in question, stood
torpedo explosions, attacks and defence by sailors,

E.M.S.

‘Crescent,’

and

many

other

naval

a small gas tank of about 5 feet capacity into

subjects of interest, including about six of yacht ' which oxygen gas had from time to time been
conducted, so as to be, as it were, on tap for
racing scenes.
These pictures were lately
exhibited at Portland Hall, Southsea.
house was crowded, and the audience

The

were

: certain

lantern

exhibitions,

this during the five

years which it had been in use having been
found a convenient method of

delighted. The sole London agents for these
subjects are Messrs. Watson and Sons, who
storing the gas
have also obtained the sole copyright of a series
(cylinders of compressed gas not being obtainof 50 pictures for their publication as ‘‘ Lantern
able in that part of the world).
Slides of Captive Wild Animals,” taken by Mr.
The subject of acetylene gas being extensively
Warwick
Trading |
Gambier Bolton.
The
dealt with in the Maaic LANYrERN JOURNAL,
Company lately made arrangements to photoa it was to be expected that our friend would try
graph the ceremonies
at Amsterdam
it as an illuminant, so he sent to one of our
connection

with

the

coronation

and

other

| advertisers for a small

acetylene generator, and

fétes, and
within 24 hours were pmecae
able
to / in due course this reached its destination.
A
:
hibi
blicl
publicly exhibit these cinematographic pictures | supply of acetylene was generated and about

in

London.

The

length

of film

used

was

2 feet stored in the tank spoken of, which
had for some considerable time previous been
position to supply the following films, either
standing empty.
Lumiere
or Edison gauge:
Macdonald’s
An opportunity for using the acetylene,
Egyptian Brigade and the Charge of the 21st
excepting a short trial, did not present itself for
Hussars (now the 21st Lancers).
about five days, but so far everything was right
The day following
and the gas was used up.
baad
baad
od
it became necessary to use the oxyhydrogen
The
Ashton-under-Lyne
Photographic |. light for some experiments, and for the storing
Society.—In order to induce members to make
of the oxygen the aforesaid tank had again to be
better use of the society’s rooms, the committee
brought into requisition, but before charging it,
have placed in the reading-room the following
the interior of the gasometer was filled with
papers in addition to the photographic journals
water, the top of the bell portion being covered
already provided, viz. :—The Illustrated London
with samein order to ‘‘remove’’ all acetylene gas.
1,400 feet.

Messrs.

Fuerst

Bros. are now ina

then
with
‘ its ether saturator was erected and a light
applied at the hydrogen side of jet; the flame
&
&
a
given by this was, we are informed, not nearly
Kromscop Factories.—Mr. Fred. E. Ives | so large as had been usually obtained, but this
sailed on the 28th ult. for the United States, | the user attributed to the intense cold which

News, The Graphic, Studio, Sketch, Manchester
Guardian and City News, Ashton Reporter and
Herald.

|
About 3 feet of oxygen gas were
The lantern
' passed into the gasometer.

in order to take steps for the establishment of | prevailed, the thermometer standing at the
Suddenly one of tbe
factories for the manufacture of his Kromscopic
time at 38 degrees.
apparatus.
| rubber tubes blew off with a loud report and the
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but the warming of the saturator and free giving
conclusion arrived at was, that owing to the
intense cold the oxygen was not taking up
off of the ether vapour put the mixture (from
sufficient vapour from the ether. Nothing more
that side of the jet) just outside of the firing
was done that evening and matters were postback point, but as soon as the free oxygen side
poned until the following evening, when, with
was opened we have an uninterruptedchannel of
the hopes of making the oxygen take up more
highly explosive gas from the jet to the tank,
ether vapour, the saturator was slightly warmed
which only required the application of a flame
before being placed in the lantern. A light was
to bring about a most disastrous result. This
then applied at the hydrogen side of jet but the
flame was present at the hydrogen side of the
flame was by no means good and gave a jerky
jet, and the only extraordinary thing under such
appearance and emitted a hissing sound.
circumstances would have been had it not fired
Thinking to improve matters, a slight tap was
back. |
given to the jet, and the dissolver was manipuOur correspondent also asks two definite
lated a few times but without any improvement.
questions pertaining to this explosion, viz. :—A,
The gas had by this time been burning for
Did the lighting gas at jet cause a flame to fire
about two minutes and the screw tap on direct
back through jet to dissolver, then through 8
oxygen side was opened, when instantly a
feet of tubing to tank? Ican, he says, hardly
tremendous explosion took place which blew : think this was the case as no flame was seen.
the gas tank to pieces, tore off several boards - B, Would the turning on of jet and dissolver so
of which the walls were constructed, broke the : disturb the explosive gas in the gasometer as to
skylight windows, and a piece of iron weighing , cause the explosion by concussion? To which
50 Ibs. was hurled about 10 or 12 feet. The | we answer A, The light at the hydrogen side
sound of the explosion was heard at a distance
caused the ignition of the explosive mixture
of four miles.
contained in the tube conveying what should
We are very pleased to say that no lives were
have been pure oxygen, and this passed with
lightning rapidity as suggested to the tank. B,
lost, although our correspondent must conWe would not think of attributing the cause of
gratulate himself on his
,
miraculous

judging

from

the

the explosion to such slight concussion as that
to which you allude.

escape,

position

of

the

apparatus.

|

Had the tank been on the other side of the
lanternist he would
assuredly have been .
seriously injured if not instantly killed.
The

foregoing are the facts of the case ; now

Optical and Mechanical

have been dissolved by the water.

By EDMUND

I]. |

H. WILKIE.

(Late RoyaL Poryrecuyic

INsTiTUTION).

©

The water,

when changing from acetylene to oxygen, was :
not run off and a fresh supply poured in to take
its place. The only means of making sure that .
all the gas was expelled being to sink the bell
ss
chamber under the surface, thus ensuring that
x)
the water completely filled the space inside.
Now, we learn that the gasometer

Effects

for the Lantern.—No.

we will consider the cause of the explosion. It
appears that acetylene gas was standing in the
gasometer for five days ; now during this period
a considerable quantity of the acetylene would

is charged

with a few feet of oxygen, but on passing this
gas through the ether saturator the flame given
was not so good as usual, so matters are allowed
to stand for 24 hours. In the meantime

oS”

HE simplest form of mechanical
effect is undoubtedly that in which
the whole change is brought about
on one slide, such as the slipping
slides so dear to our youthful days.
Who does not remember the old lady
of benign

and

venerable

aspect,

and

decorated with a gaily striped shawl and
cap, whose nose, originally of the shape

mob
commonly

known

as

a

“pug,”

gradually

: became elongated until it resembled a carrot ?

Everyone who is interested in slides is aware
that the nose is in the first place painted its
full length on the fixed glass, and a slip passing
in front bears a patch of opaque black, which
reduces the feature to the dimensions of its
first appearance on the screen, and the slip
being slowly withdrawn it is allowed to exhibit
most explosive mixture was present in the tank, ; its full length,

the water was slowly giving out some of the
acetylene gas with which it was impregnated.
On the first evening, sufficient acetylene had
evidently not been given off by the water to
form an explosive mixture which would fire
back, although it was sufficiently strong to blow
off the rubber tubing. On the second evening a

Vis,
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CYLINDER

FOLDING

VALVES

ADJUSTMENT

FINE

(BRIER’S

STAND

PATENT)

COR YRIGHT

FOR

CYLINDERS—

4in, diameter, 4/-; 54in.,5/-; 7in’, 6/6; 9in., 7/6

Oxygen, union with internal thread
Fi

Hydrogen

Pr

,,

yy

‘i

external

«| Fassal; Wenus
tal Vault

left: hand thread! Vei

Vesper

Vicar

Votary

'

Viscount

Visier

Copsright

METALLIC

re}

=

Viper

Wulture|
Virgin

"REGO DESIGN 20973)

——

SOP

|

eran

Folding Lever

BELLOWS
(BRIER’'S PATENT)

Key (Murray’s

Patent), 1/9

REGULATOR

PRICE

2 Q0/—-

The Scotch and Irish Oxygen Co., kitd.,
ROSEHILL

WORKS,

POLMADIE,

GLASGOW.

Vili.

The Optical Magic Lantern Journal and Photographic

re

NEW

LECTURE

FOR
INCANDESCENT
GAS.

Enlarger.

LANTERNS.

|

=

No.

FOR

2.

INCANDESCENT
GAS

i |i
ie
a
UL

Japanned metal body, very compact, flashing shutter to Jens, sight hol

|

to door, with open stage, brass burner support, complete, and fitted into

very neat japanncd tin case.

Handsome metal body Lantern, Russian Iron Lamp (reflector lined) and

PRICE

Cowl, with open stage and sliding front, complete in japanned

Fitted as specification atove, without burner

..

£1 58. 6A.

PRICE-Fitted

as specification above,

without burner

..

tin case.

£2 2s.

1898-99 GREATLY IMPROVED.
No. 1a.-IMPROVEMENTS,
Greatly reduced size.
Very neat appearance.
Open
stage.
Flashing shutter to lens.
Sight hole to door,
Three-draw chimney fits inside lantern.
Handsome
japanned case fits lantern exactly.
PRISE—Fitted with three-wick lamp .. £1 58, 6d.

No. 2a._Russian

Iron.

QUITE

NEW.

Same pattern lantern as No. 1a, but made in Russian
Iron, making a very handsome and serviceable lantern.
PRICE-—Fitted with three- wick amp, £1 15s.

No.

1.-JAPANNED

TIN,

all brass front.

PRICE.

Fitted with three-wick lamp

No.

2.—RUSSIAN

IRON,

..

.,

£1,

all brass front,

complete in japanned tin case.
PRICE.

Fitted with three-wick lamp

“PRIMUS”

FOLDING

LANTERN

..

£1 10s.

(Patent).

a

Supplied complete for limelight, but can

also be fitted for either

incandesc-nt gas or acetylene gas if desired.

Complete with interchangeable blow-through and
mixed
Jet. in stiff mail cloth carrying case.

W. BUTCHER

limelight

PRICES—Ordinary Pattern, £4 4s.;
Aluminium Pattern, £6 6s. ;
Long Focus Pattern, #6 68.
rey

& SON, BLACKHEATH,

1898 Catalogue of Lanterns and Apparatus Free.

Liberal Discounts to Dealers.

LONDON

S.E.

Dealers Supplied with every Lantern Requisite.
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In business it is only necessary for a want to
become known and the necessary articles are
forthcoming to meet it, and as many private
_ persons use single lanterns, effects have been
recently introduced to meet their requirements.
Their scope is of course very limited, but
some of them have a really good effect upon
the screen, and deserve a little attention.

This

fades away, and

in the

distance, on the

‘horizon, something is seen growing into form,
which presently takes the shape of a large
vessel in full sail. Then her grief is changed
to joy as she recognises her husband's ship, and
presently to complete our tale slip 3 is pushed
in, bringing on the sailor in the boat with one
foot on the bows ready to jump out, and
holding a small round bundlein his hand, which

One of this class of effects is illustrated at
Fig.V, the subject being ‘“ The Sailor’s Return.”
It will ka seen from the drawing that it consists
of a picture with three moveable slipping glasses,
and represents a cottage by the sea shore
with the sailor’s wife looking anxiously out to
sea, her thoughts being fixed upon her absent
husband.
On the view itself, which is painted to
represent moonlight, the clouds have gathered
in heavy banks towards the right of the picture,
and amidst these clouds the artist has represented a little scene showing a ship tossing in a
stormy sea amidst the flashing of lightning,
and down on the horizon just below this is a
square rigged ship in full sail.
When placing the slide in

presumably contains money, or a present for
his wife ; but taking into consideration his
heartless conduct in remaining hidden round
the corner while his partner was suffering such
distress of mind, perhaps it only holds smuggled
tobacco for his own personal use.
This is a really nice little effect when
exhibited to appropriate music, or shown to
illustrate a song, and being neatly executed on
a puotograph from a drawing, bears magnifying
to a considerable extent.
Some of these effects for single lanterns are
exceedingly ingenious
with regard to the
mechanical portion of the slide, and ‘‘ The
Tower
Bridge,’ is a fairly representative
specimen of this class.
The whole of the
moveable portions will be seen on reference. to
Fig. VI., which is drawn in exact proportion to
the real slide.
The slide consists of a mahogany panorama
frame about 11 by 44 inches, in the centre of
which is fixed a natural photograph of ‘The
Tower Bridge”’ specially taken from a particular
point of view in order to allow the effect to™be
built up. Along one side passes a glass upon
which are painted cabs and omnibuses, which
travel across the bridge when the glass is

passed along by means of the winch handle in
the corner, and at one

end, which

will be seen

projecting beyond the frame, the glass is tinted

the lantern, two of the slips,
numbered

1

and

2,

are

pushed right in, and as each
slip has a portion of dense

Wa

i)oe
Kea

Eh cy7

mi

cloud painted
on its inner
surface, the scene of the

storm

and the ship in full

sail are obliterated,

Ke AN

and do

not appear on the screen.
Slip 8 is pulled out, and
upon this is painted a sailor
in a

boat,

but

owing

to

the slip being withdrawn
he is at present off the side.
We now
commence to exhibit the effect and observe the
sailor’s wife gazing anxiously seaward, when
gradually the vision of her husband’s ship in a
dreadful storm presents itself to her mind’s eye.

iy
a
iN

|
WW,

Le

Fig. VI.
with a graduated blue colour to give the appearance of approaching night to the view as it
covers it.

The moon is etched

out of the blue,

and a large reflection of light on the water
also taken out as shown in our sketch.

is
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There is also a sailing ship being towed by a | The frame of this slide measures 10 inches
little steam tug which passes through the bridge : by 44 inches, and in the centre is placed a
when the bascules

in which

the

are raised, and

latter

operation

the manner

is effected

is

ingenious and effective.

The machinery for working this gigantic drawbridge
will be seen on reference to
Fig. VI. It may perhaps be
necessary here to point out
that
all the mechanical
motions are composed of
thin sheet brass fastened
together with rivets and
screwed to the mahogany
frame. Two metal supports
AA are screwed on to the
frame at the sides of the
picture, and passing behind
the roadway of the bridge, extend to the piers
supporting the two large towers.
On the
picture itself the bridge has no bascules, so
these are cut out of sheet metal and rivetted to
the supports in the manner and at the angle
shown in our drawing.
When placing this slide in the lantern, the
panoramic glass is first pushed out to its full
extent and the brass bascules are closed, but
upon turning the winch handle the glass passes
along, causing hansom cabs and omnibuses to
travel across the bridge, after which we see a
ship approaching, being drawn along by a little
steam tug. At this point the bascules are
slowly raised just in time to allow the vessel to
pass, and if we close them immediately afterwards, it is so arranged that more vehicles pass
along in procession, some of them being lighted
up as the night effect comes over the view.
This ingenious slide is very effective, and the
only fault that can be found in its design is that
the bascules and their supports being composed
-of metal are opaque, and consequently come
out

dead

black

in the

screen, but

as this is

: natural

photograph representing
Niagara as seen from a distance.

the Falls

of

Just below the centre of the view is a bridge

of brass, the meta] being } of an inch wide by 3,
of an inch thick, and the thin edge being
focused on the screen, the metal bridge resembles a black line drawn across the picture
from side to side. It is on the top of this line
i that the figure walks wheeling his barrow before
him, the ends of this bridge being turned down
as shown in our diagram, and securely fastened
| to the bottom of the frame.

The figure
the head and
painted on a
through the
— composed of

of Blondin consists of three parts,
body together with the hips being
long panoramic glass which moves
frame, and the two legs which are
sheet brass are rivetted on to the
: glass by means of the loosely fitting rivet seen
| on the hip joint in our drawing.
At

the

bottom

of each

foot,

which

rests

lightly on the bridge, is a small portion of brass
turned over in the shape of a hook which
lightly clamping the bridge, keeps the foot in
its place, but is sufficiently loose to allow the
figure to go through the motion of walking.
Attached to each heel is a long, thin, but
stiff brass wire which passes along the edge of
the bridge to the handle at the end of the glass
to which it is fastened by two connecting
pieces sliding in guides.
The handle which
moves the feet is pivoted by a screw near its

almost hidden behind the dark portions of the
stonework supporting the towers, it is not a
matter of vital consequence.
There are several subjects worked out in this
centre, and it will be seen at once on referring
manner in which the background consists of a
to our drawing that if this handle is moved up
painted slide and the moving portions are comor down it will draw back one of the wires and
posed of thin sheet metal.
at the same time push forward the other. This
I suppose
the most ingenious of these
recently invented mechanical slides for exhi- | motion igs communicated to the feet, and if the
bition in a single lantern is ‘‘ Blondin crossing | sliding glass is at the same time advanced the
length of one of Blondin’s steps, a very natural
the Falls of Niagara,” in which a mechanical
figure is seen to walk across a black line on the | and life-like effect can be obtained.
The wheelbarrow is painted on the glass, but
screen, wheeling a barrow in front of him, while :
his legs advance one before the other in a most | the wheel is of metal with a corrugated edge,
; and is allowed to revolve on a rivet passing
natural manner,
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ENLARGING

LANTERNS.

No. 1 Pattern.

PRICE.

No

--

3

ALL

For enlarging portions of 2-plate and all smaller size negatives.
A 4 inch condenser lantern will enlarge any portion of a 2-plate of
4 inches diameter, and will be found very suitable for enlarging small
negatives from Pocket Kodaks and other small cameras.

!

(without burner) ..

&1

10

—~~
No. 2 Pattern.

For enlarging portions of 3-plate and all smaller size negatives.
This ‘I-antern is made for use with an ordinary 4-plate Photographic
Camera and Rapid Rectilinear Lens. The carrier block is made to
run into the groove for the dark slide, which forms the attachinent
between Camera and Lantern.
To fit Customer's own Camera

ix.

0

PRICE.

: Complete (without burner)

Pattern
METAL

:

=

av

-

£3

30

SPECIFICATION.
Body is made in Russian Iron and Japanned Tin, combined
together to form a handsome and useful instrument, fitted for
incandescent gis burner and carrier for negatives.
Condenser.—The }-plate and 3-plate are fitted with 53 inch and
8 inch condensers respectively.
Objective is of good quality, and is guaranteed to give the best
marginal and general definition without undue stopping down.
They are fitted with rack and pinion for fine focusing, and are
mounted in solid dark brass mounts.
Complete with stops and
yellow glass cap.
Box.—Each lantern is supplied
with handle.

in japanned

tin case, for carrying

PRICE.
}-plate with 54 inch Condenser in Case (without burner)

Fplate ,, Bfinch

,

‘

‘

£4

4

770

O

No. 5 Pattern.
SPECIFICATION.
Body is entirely made in ‘Russian Iron, with side door, sight-hole,
and loose light-tight cowl, arranged on sliding base to adjust
distance between the light and condenser, tray for supporting
limelight jet or incandescent gas.
Base is made of solid mahogany handsomely polished, and is complete with negative carrier adjustable for either horizontal or
vertical position, and arrangement for attacbing ordinary camera
to the lantern,

Packing

Case.—Each

packing case,

Lantern

is supp!ied

complete

in rough

PRICE.
Lantern portion only, without Camera.
3-plate, with 54 inch Condenser (without burner)..
-- £310
0
3-plate
,, 8} inch
.
ig
oe
wie
a
ua
600
Whole-plate, with rr inch Condenser
ai
aa
-1210 0

SPECIFICATION.
;

No.

6

Pattern.

Body is entirely made in Russian fron, with side door, sight hole, and loose
light-tight cowl.
Base and front are made in solid mahogany, handsomely polished, fitted with
removable leather bellows and sliding tube, rising front with clamping screw.
Objective is of good quality, and is guaranteed to give the best miurginal
and general definition without undue stopping down. They are fitted with
rack and pinion for fine focusing, and are mounted in solid dark brass
mounts.
Complete with stops and yellow glass cap.

Packing Case.—Each

i

W. BUTCHER

Lantern is supplied complete in rough packing case.
PRICE.
Without Objective. With Obiective.
+plate, with 54 in. Condenser (without burner) £410
O
..
£510
O
#plate
,, 8yin.
ia
Ss
a
700
..
800
Whole-plate, with rr in. Condenser
oe
14450
..
19 0 0
=
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WRITE AT ONCE FOR OUR NEW ENLARGING LANTERN LIST.
—
NOW
READY. —

& SON, BLACKHEATH, *°==2°™-
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BAM FORTH Ss
Life Model
Lantern
ILLUSTRATED

Sided,
SONGS,

&c.

THE LARGEST PRODUCER in ta WORLD.
Detailed Catalogue, 186 pages, post free 8d. ; Supplementary List, 1898-9, post free
Cooerevesessoosecs

Slides made from Customers’ Negatives by a Special Wet Collodion Process, giving good results
en from poor, weak film Negatives. Send Negative for Sample Slide and terms Gratis.

JAMES BAMFORTH,
STATION ROAD, HOLMFIRTH, YORKSHIRE.
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through its centre into the glass plate, and as
the top of the bridge is slightly roughened, and
the wheel presses upon it, its revolution is
noticeable ag the figure walks along the rope.
The whole thing is ingenious and out of the
common, and while the painting of mechanical
slides at times

leaves something

to be desired,

yet the effects are so striking that they form a
welcome

addition,

even

to the more ambitious

dissolving view exhibitions.

An

Oxy-Hydro-Electric Lantern
and Cinematograph.
By

py}
SS

va

ALFRED

147

instantly clamped, and, well, there you are!
In some places it might be advisable to have
both forms of illumination in readiness (as seen),
otherwise, if the are light is to be employed, the
lantern itself is simplified by leaving the back,
etc., at home,
as already indicated.
The

cylinders stand on two concave iron ‘ shoes’”’
attached to the case, and the latter being on

small iron wheels may be easily moved to any
desired position in body of a hall. The cylinders
are fixed at end of case when using gases, ae
e
: resistances, etc., would not be required.
case, further, I have made divisible (marked x),
the upper part carrying lenses, etc., and fitted
with extending hinged shelves for slides and
such-like.
The flat shelf s is shown folded up
against the tilting frame; this shelf I utilise for

slide-box to rest upon.

MEAGER.

OW that the are light is coming more
into use for lantern work I thought
that the following might be of some
little interest to a number of the
readers of the Magic Lantern
JournaL.
It will be noted from

the photograph that the lantern itself is

“Sin position on a tilting-frame, and as
seen may be used in conjunction with compressed gases or the arc light at a moment's
notice in accordance with the embodiment of
my ideas and wishes, skilfully carried out by
Messrs. J. H. Steward :—
Firstly, as an electric bi-unial: The complete
back, with its supply tubes, also mixed jets, can
be instantly detached, the two arc lamps taking
the place of the jets, and two inner flap-doors
closing on same, thus forming a second back.
Depending from the tilting-frame is the switch-

graph apparatus slides into front base of lantern,
the lower lens tubes being of course previously

board (end only seen), also instantly fixed or
detached, fitted with main terminals, etc.,

showing various

Thirdly, as a cinematograph:

My cinemato-

removed, and the upper portion may be used for

views,

statuary,

etc.,

whilst

changing films.
double pole ‘cut out’ (fuse), ammeter and bell,
In conclusion, I may say that the whole
all most carefully insulated. The back of board
arranegment, in either form, may be fitted up
is covered with asbestos millboard. The two
My lantern (as seen) is
resistances (variable) are partly seen in position ‘- within five minutes.
on extending support T (also asbestos covered) yo the ‘‘ Docwra”’ bi-unial by W. C. Hughes.
with lamps on top. Only one of the resistances
ig required when using a single lantern.
CarrGh
On
By the foregoing arrangements it is obvious

~—OHO<-

that only very short and definite lengths of wire
are requisite, everything being to hand and |
within reach whilst manipulating slides, etc.,
Puintipep WoLFrr’s CINEMATOGRAPHIC FILmMs.—
so that the light can, if desired, be increased or
The variety in the stock of films of this firm is
otherwise for any particular slide, diagram, or
now @ very extensive one, and it is being added
effect.
to daily. Some of the latest of a sensational
Secondly, for compressed gases: The arc lamps
character include the Corsican Brothers, Photoare removed, and the back, with its supply pipes
graphing the ghost, Cinderella, Faust and
and jets as before stated, slipped into place,
Gretchen, and will doubtless have a large sale.
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of the Properties
Acetylene Gas.

of

OR the sake of the brilliant white
light given

by this

and the gas contains less than 2 per cent. of
impurities.
The specific gravity of carbide is
2:22, The gas is 0-91 of the weight of an
equal volume of air, one pound occupiesa space
of 13°75 cubic feet, or one cubic foot weighs

gas we are | 0:0727 pound ; it is the richest of the gaseous
dangers
carbides, containing abcut 92-3 per cent. of
and inconveniences, and yet this is carbon and 7:7 per cent. of hydrogen.
Its
willing to overlook many

no reason why such disadvantages
should not be reduced toaminimum.
The makers of carbide have endeavoured
to make a pure

carbide, and

have

suc-

quite wellin keeping the sulphur and

lighting power is equal to fourteen or fifteen
| times that of gas in French towns, where a 5
- foot burner gives but about 16 candles of illumin; ation; its calorific power is 397 calories per
cubic foot, or more than double that of French

phosphorus down to a perfectly satisfactory
coal gas. The best luminous effects are attained
percentage. Makers of generators have tried to
in burners using a gas pressure of 1:18 to 1-57
turn out an apparatus that will not leak or | inches of water. Three inches are preferred in
explode on its own account, and they have | America,
succeeded reasonably well.
The users of |
According to recent tests made by Weber, in
carbide and generators have gone ahead as best
Switzerland, a Bray 0000 burner when new
they knew how, and have been gaining
gave 43-3 candles, with a consumption of 0:95
cubic foot per hour with a pressure of 1-26 inches
abundant experience,
but it choked up after twenty. hours in service.
some of which has been costly, and from
The same author states that Dr. Billwiller’s
so that
which the makers have profited,
burner, having two jets striking each other at
the last year has seen many changes in
90° and drawing along air by a special arrangegenerator design.
Following the history of all
ment, was burned many times by reason of the
new things, the difficulty in introducing this
great excess of air, and with a pressure of
light has been great, and acetylene was, and is
1:9 inches of water gave 29-7 candles while
now, considered dangerous until proved innocent
consuming 0°78 cubic foot of gas per hour.
—just the reverse of legal custom. The trouble
Atmospheric burners give best results.
does not lie with the gas entirely; the first
Acetylene ignites at 896° Fahr. and is decompanies organised did not conduct their
composed at 1,436° Fahr,
Its flame is a
affairs in a business-like manner, and all the
succession of explosions taking place so rapidly
original companies in this country have failed. ' among the molecules as to
In the same way imperfect generators were put
appear continuous.
upon the market and were thrown back on the
hands of the manufacturers, the latter in turn
Calculation gives a flame temperature of over
It cannot , 4,500° Fahr. (4,388° Bunte).
being thrown out of the business.
Actually it is not
be said that the present forms are perfect either : a8 hot as the Bunsen flame of a Welsbach
in design or operation, but they certainly are
burner, being but about 1,652° Fahr. as against
more practicable than the earlier forms.
| that of the latter of 2,550° Fahr.
Complete
Upon this subject any new information is | combustion requires five volumes of oxygen for
always interesting, and it was with considerable : every two volumes of acetylene.
pleasure that we received a paper read at Paris |
At Monnaie, in Germany, during the summer
by the French engineer Bouvier, in which he
of 1897, an acetylene Bunsen burner was tested
discusses some acetylene accidents and inwhereby a temperature was rapidly obtained of
cidentally gives considerable data. To those of : over 2,700° Fahr., enabling them to melt a
our readers who are interested in acetylene this
quantity of nickel in thirty minutes which
will no doubt be instructive, so that we have
previously
required
eighty, to
eighty-five
translated parts of it in the following abstract.
minutes.
He first touches briefly upon the properties of
The flame is white, of magnificent brilliance,
carbide and acetylene.
comparable spectroscopically to sunlight, and
One pound of carbide of calcium, CaC,, gives
very well adapted to the comparison of colours
off, under the action of 0°56 pound of water,
and for photographic use, as it is strongly
5°45 cubic feet of acetylene, C,H,, at freezing
actinic.
An acetylene burner produced but
point and sea-level pressure. Good commercial
half the quantity of CO, resulting by burning a
carbides produce, in France, from 4:5 to 4:8
Welsbach lamp and but one-fourth of that of a
cubic feet of acetylene per pound of carbide, | petroleum lamp.
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EASTMAN’S
DAYLIGHT

LOADING

CARTRIDGE
NO DARK ROOM REQUIRED
FOR CHANGING FILMS.

PERFECT CONSTRUCTION
AND FINISH.

*

*

CARRY
4 ROLL OF
12 EXPOSURES.

LIGHT

AND

COMPACT.
*

od

y
j
WONDERFULLY
x

INTERCHANGEABLE WITH
DARK SLIDES.

74p
CHEAP.

CAN NOW BE SUPPLIED
IN THE FOLLOWING
SIZES :—

*

SPECIAL LOCKING
DEVICE FOR KEEPING THF
FILM PERFECTLY TIGHT
AND FLAT.

4: x 3}in., & x 4in.,
63 xX 43in., and 7x5

.

READILY

TO ANY GLASS
The 4} x 3} in. Roll Holder

»

5 X4
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» OX 4bine

»

7X5
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,,

5

,,

3

,,
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PLATE
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”

a

33

Full particulars

Pocket,

KODAKS,

£1

$5
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,,

.

19—,,
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Price £1

»

£1

»

£1

»

£1
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;
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|

0

0

0

0
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Office and Warehouse +

Rd., LONDON,

60 Cheapside, E.C.;

New

York,

E.C.

Retail Branches:
115-117 Oxford Street, W.;

and 171-173 Regent Street, W

Paris: Eastman Konak Société Anonyme Francaisc.
Avenue de I'Opéra 5.
Place Venddme 4.
Bern: Eastman Kovak Gesellschatt, m.b. H., Friedrich Strasse igi.
Markgraten Strasse 1.
Rocueéster,

UO

post free.

43 Clerkenwell

1s. to £7 7s.
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Folding Pocket,

Falcon, Bull’s-Eye,
Bullet and Cartridge

CAMERA.

Eastman

Kadak

Co.
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LANCASTER

JAMES
THE

APPARATUS

OF PHOTOGRAPHIC

MAKERS

LARGEST

IN

4d.
Lists,
Complete

‘“« STEREO

2-plate

i-plate, 21/- ; 3-plate, 42/-; j}-plate, 63/-

31/6 ;%}-plate, 63/-;

INSTAN’

The

Instantograph is a o
Shutter, beat)
ince taneous
SAIL Stereo

LANCASTER'S “LE MERITOIRE” (Patent).

LANCASTER’S ‘‘LE MERVEILLEUX " (Patent).

Slide measures 6} »

}-plate, 90/-

LANCASTER’S

““M

(For Enl

To enlarge up to 1-plate
$-plate
”
”

LANCASTER'S

BRASS

BOUND

..
i-plate ..
10x 8 plate
1zxtIoplate

”
”
n

”
”
”

..

LANCASTER'S ‘‘LADIES'” CAMERA (Patent).

“SPECIAL

INSTANTOGRAPH "' (Patent).
4-plate, 50/-; 4-plate, 100/-; 3-plate, 150 -

Folding up like a Recticule.
1-plate, 42/-; 4-plate, 84/-; 3-plate, 126/-

ANEEE

ON

i
<3

LANCASTER'’S

‘‘STOPIT.:

Cloth-covered
Camera,
with
Achro.
Lens,
“Tris” Shutter, Double Metal Slide carrying
3-plates, 10/6.
Do. with three Metal Slides, 21/-

LANCASTER'S

LANCASTER'S
“THE

NEW

HAND

KAPAWL” ”

CAMERA,

(Patent).

For Roll Films only 21/-

“THE
Carrics

HAND

MAGAZINE

ROVER”

CAMERA,

(Patent).

Simplest ever
twelve platesalways
or films.
set—any speed.
Shutter
i-plate. 63/-: 3-plate, 105/-

made
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UPWARDS

WORLD.

xiii.

Opticians,

BIRMINGHAM.
OF

185,000

CAMERAS
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7
[8380]
pespradqaw
*o0a
TOGRAPH.”

LANCASTER'S

nost excellent apparatus,
Lenses and Stand. The

(32.

LANCASTER'S

‘‘ FOLDING

INSTANTOGRAPH"

(Patent).

" (Patent).

i-plate, 42/-; 4-plate, 84/-; }-plate, 126/-

i-plate, 42/-; 3-plate, 84/-; }-plate, 126/-

84/-

RVO"
ULTUM-IN
arping and Reducing).

“INSTANTOGRAPH

CAMERA

10/6

| Toenlargeuptorsxizplate

..

4Q/-

15/-

|

is

»

2oxi6plate

..

75.-

21/25/-

|

3
i

»
»

2$xcoplate
30x24 plate

.. B84/.. 105/-

LANCASTER'S
“CYCLO

30/-

LANCASTER'S “INTERNATIONAL
1platc, 50/- ; 4-plate, 100°-;

}-plate, 150/-

INSTANTOGRAPH

” (Patent).

The Cyclo Instantoyraph, with Instantaneous
Lens, Shutter, Stand, etc., and Leather-bound
Case, three Double Metal Slides, } plate, 42/For Horizontal or Vertical Pictures.

ta
ty
Ww, a e
LANCASTER'S
LANCASTER'S HAND CAMERA
“THE OMNIGRAPH" (Patent).

HAND

LANCASTER’S
CAMERA ‘' THE ZOEGRAPH."
2-plate, 68/-; 4-plate, 105/-

‘‘PERFECT

OMNIGRAPH”

(Patent).
Covered in best Leather, Instantaneous Lens, Patent
““See-Saw"’ Shutter, Double Finder, Rack AdjustCarries six }-plates. Cloth-covered 21/- Leather- ment,
Divided Scale, etc., etc., with three
Metal
covered, 25/- Superior leather-covered, every
or Changing Box, carrying six plates or films.
Slides,
working part hidden, best lens, etc., 31/6
1-plate 42/- 4-plate, 84/-
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BORLAND’S
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x,

BEARD'S
perfect
Best

PATENT SCISSORS ARC LAMPS

Light

with

Compressed

fam BEARD'S PRESSURE
with

Currents.

Schaffer's

Spring Back

&

Maker of the Perfect

Feeding.

NEW

Cinematograph.

Can be seen

GAUGE, fitted

Budenberg's

Patent

and Steel Tube, 30s.

BEARD’S
Made in Three Types

Hand

Gas.—

Price 30s.

=

Direct and Alternating

REGULATORS are the most
Regulators for producing the

Working.

JET.

Fitted to any Lantern

Films Supplies.

Self-Striking
& Hand | 10, Trafalgar Rd., Old Kent Rd., S.E.
Feeding.
(Five Doors

The “ Dot.""

matic

Arc

The only auto-
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market which fits all ordi-

SS

nary Optical Lanterns on
the limelight tray without
any alterations

Invaluable

for Theatrical Purposes,

South

of Lord

Nelson.)

1886.

;

Lantern Projections, Enlarging,

;

°

Printing, and Photographing.

tQ nt e Tt19) S

1d S$ M Q
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.

Peices,

Particulars, and Testimonials free on application to—

and

F. J. BORLAND,

—sri-

THE

Sheepscar

Grove,

GREATEST

103, ALBERT ROAD, BATTERSEA PARK,

LEEDS.

LONDON,

LANTERN

NOVELTY

Pictures

THE

MARKET

GRAPHOSGOPE
(BRUCE’S

Lantern

IN

S.W.

IS THE

RERIAL
Showing

Cc olourtist,

in SPACE

Ghost

and

PATENT),
BOLD

Effects and

RELIEF

Fairy Like

without

a Screen,

and

weird

Visions.

Exhibited with enormous success at the Soirecs of the Royal Society, The
Royal Institution. Royal Photographic
Society, Society of Arts, British Association, Crystal Palace, Birmingham and Midland
Institute, etc., etc.
Supplied to Owen's College, Manchester : Queen's Theatre, Manchester; Hermann’s
Magical [ntertainment,
New

York,

etc., etc.

Amongst the Special Subjects introduced are the Spectral Air Drawn
Dagger seen by Macbeth,
Faust’s Vision of Marguerite in the Walpurgis Night Scene, Blue Beard's Closet,
The Phantom Ship,
The Spectre Cat, The Animated Spirit Hand, The Apparition, The Decapitated
Head Resuscitated,
etc., etc.

The Apparatus can be purchased outright or let out on hire. Exhibitions can also be
arranged at all kinds of
Entertainments, Soirees, Photographic Exhibitions, etc., with Experienced Operators.
The

Inventor,

Mr.

ERIC
STUART BRUCE. M.A. Oxon, F.R.Met.Soc., can
also accept Engagements
his Eminently Successful and Elaborately Illustrated Lecture on the Subject.

for

For Prospectus and Unanonous Complimentary Criticism of the entire London Press,
apply to

E. 5, BRUCE, Esq., 19, Campden

House

Road, Kensington, London, W,
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The mixture of acetylene with air is explosive
between wide limits: From 5 to 65 per cent. of
gas according to Le Chatelier; from 3 to 72 per
cent. according to Bunte, also up to 80 fer cent. ;
compare this with the range of 8 to 30 per cent.

with city gas. “According to Gréhant a mixture
of one volume of acetylene

with nine

volumes

of air is the mixture giving a maximum
explosion.
While acetylene alone at atmospheric pressure
decomposes at'1,380° Fahr., a mixture containing 35

per

cent

of air, or 65 per

cent. of

acetylene at a most, decomposes at 896°
Fahr. according to Le Chatelier.
The velocity
with which the ignition travels is very great.
The energy of acetylene is increased by compression (probably due to an increase of latent

heat ?) which
increases

the

velocity

of propagation of combustion and lowers the
ignition temperature..
Berthelot observed that
compressed acetylene was explosive in a tube

0-78 inch diameter and 13 feet long.

‘ At over

two atmospheres,” he says ‘‘ acetylene manifests

the ordinary properties of explosives.’
In
some experiments made by the Pintsch Gas
Company, of Berlin, a reservoir containing
acetylene under six atmospheres pressure was
connected to an iron tube 0:19 inch diameter
and 7:8 feet long; at about 5 feet from the

explode the generating chamber, by the excess
of pressure created when there is sufficient gas
and water present, pressure having no effect
upon the ability of carbide to give off gas. We
may mention here an experiment which is of
some interest: It was endeavoured to make a
table lamp on the principle of dipping carbide
into water; the carbide was packed into a
cylindrical recipient quite solidly, and was
lowered gradually into the water; after a short
time the gas was observed to have an ether
odour, and on examination the carbide was
found red hot, but as there was no air present

there was no ignition nor explosion. High temperatures convert acetylene into its polymers,
such as benzine, ethers, etc.

Non-compressed acetylene indicates a pressure
below two atmospheres in France or 1-5 atmospheres in England. Above these limits it is
dangerous, for it ignites at 896° Fahr., while
other inflammable gases require 1,112° Fahr.
This limit lowers as the pressure increases, and
thus it is that acetylene has been ignited by
the heat of a soldering iron.
Wiirzler and
Beauregard found that the heat produced by an
alcohol lamp was sulfficient to provoke decomposition of this gas.
According to Berthelot
and Vieille, the
velocity of explosion is from 13 to 26 feet per

receiver the pipe was heated by burning gas and
the receiver exploded.
After describing twenty-eight accidents, with
not sufficient detail, however, to be interesting,
except that they occurred within the past two
years and resulted in nineteen deaths, the

author proceeds to discuss the reason why
acetylene is dangerous, citing a case reported by
Pictet and described by Berthelot as follows:
‘“‘There takes place, without doubt, in the

7

reaction of water upon carbide, local elevations

of temperature which are sufficient to carry
points of the mass to incandescence;
the
ignition of these points is sufficient to cause an
explosion to propagate through the mass of the
gas when compressed.” This refers to generators
which compress the gas by confining it during
generation. An accident of this kind occurred

at Baviere, where a workman

suddenly let a

°

aaa

anery)

30

of

ET

Ed|

60

7o

60

Comparative cxplosibility of some Hydrocarbon Gases.

second with mixtures of air containing 5 to 15
per cent. of gas. This velocity increases with
the pressure under constant volume ; the effect
of this velocity is to make the explosions very
destructive in breaking rather than throwing
exploded from no outside cause, and amputated
about.
Bunte has made some comparisons
both arms of the workman.
A number of
between the velocity of the explosive waves for
similar instances have occurred.
After-generation, when confined by closing valves, may also | various air mixtures with various gases, and as
quantity of water upon a large charge of carbide,
then raised the gas holder, letting in some air ;
generation was taking place and the temperature
had evidently reached 896° Fahr., for the gas
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it is to the point we present it, reduced from
the metric to the English system of units:

|

Lantern

The quicker combustion takes place, the more

By

violent the explosion.
_It will be seen that not
only does acetylene have a wide range of
explosive mixtures, but that it also is intensely

Improvement.

GEORGE

KILBURN.

HAVE often wondered why makers
of optical lanterns still continue
to make a greater part of these
instruments with heavy tubing on

energetic and attains a higher velocity even
than hydrogen, and that is why an acetylene
the fronts, when a much better,
Bunsen gives higher temperatures than an OXy;
hydrogen flame.
as well as lighter front can be
easily made and fitted without inThe distinguished specialist, Roussy de Sales,
oe
creasing the cost very much.
describes an experience with the use of acetyThe
first to come to my notice, like the one I am
lene in a four horse-power gas motor where the
about to describe, was one altered by a
head of the motor was blown out. The firm of
president of the
Hille, in Dresden, build acetylene motors.
Dewsbury
Photographic
Society.
Should the exit orifice of a liquefied or comSeveral firms now, however, make lanterns
pressed gas cylinder ignite after mixing the gas
on similar lines, but those possessing lanterns
with air, two explosions, differing in their nature
may follow, the one of the air and gas mixture : fitted with brass and other metal fronts can
with a little trouble and a trifling outlay
outside, which may generate 297 calories per
easily alter them after the style shown in the
cubic foot of acetylene burned; the other, the
illustration. The chief article required will be
decomposition of the confined pure gas, which
gives up its heat of formation, 818 calories per : a camera bellows.
To many these will prove
a serious obstacle to make them themselves.
pound, or 452 calories per cubic foot; in other
This difficulty can be overcome by purchasing
words, two explosions may result, the one
the bellows made ready from some photocaused by a leak forming an air-gas explosive
apparatus manufacturer or dealer.
mixture outside, which ignites the leak, raises : graphic
Cloth bellows will do, and cost from 2s. to
the temperature of the receiver to the de3s. }-plate size, and will be
composing point of the contained acetylene.
Berthelot insists upon the importance of avoiding ;
found most suitable
the frictional heat caused by gas under pressure _ as regards size for lantern purposes.
If leather
issuing from their orifices, of static electric
bellows are preferred these will cost about 1s.
sparks, and the spark caused by a substance
or Is. 6d. more than cloth.
striking steel.
First make a baseboard of the same width
A cubic foot of acetone under ten atmospheres
as the lantern body (if it does not already
pressure dissolves 22 pounds or 300 cubic feet
possess one which projects some 4 or 5
of acetylene, sufficient to supply the same
inches in front) like that shown in drawing.
burner during twelve hours.
When pP is Next cut two narrow pieces about 2 inch wide
expressed
in kilogrammes,
and about 5 inches long. Take out a + inch
the
number
of
grammes of acetylene dissolved by the acetone _ rebate to allow of the extending part
moving
will be expressed, according to Berthelot, by
along the inside of these pieces when fastened
35 Pp. According to F. Dommer, under twelve
on to front part of baseboard at x.
Having
atmospheres acetone dissolves two hundred
fitted on these runners, cut out of + or % inch
times its first volume of acetylene gas, a
board a piece 9 or 10 inches long, and as wide
quantity sufficient to feed the previously menas the inside of runners. If made from } inch
tioned burner for eight hours.
it will just slide inside the runners, but if cut
A cubic foot of
carbide, we have seen, will produce enough gas
from the thicker board it will require a little
to feed the burner for twenty-four hours.—
trimmed off the edges to make it slide in the
Scientific American.
¢ inch grooves, see A and B.
:

wy
©)

1]

Now make a piece same as oc, and cut
_ out a circular opening for the lens flange, and
fix a couple of struts on the bottom part, and
A Lieut or 3,000,000 CanpiE-Powrr.—
fasten on to baseboard as shown.
Next cut
At Cape Grisnez a lighthouse is to be erected
a similar piece for opposite end with a square
and fitted with electric light, giving 3,000,000 c.p.
opening about 4 inches wide. This piece comes
This, it is estimated, can be seen at a distan
ce
flush against the lantern slide. Cut four pieces
of 48 miles in clear weather and 16 miles in
an inch in width and 4 inch thick, and fasten
foggy weather.
=——0:

| these

l

around the piece with the square opening,
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The only reliable and accurate principle for the movement of a Cinematograph is that in which the mechanism gives one complete turn for each picture.
This does not mean that the handle must revolve an equal number of times, as
it is a simple matter to reduce the speed of the turning handle by gearing.

cinsw(f\
|)saPE
Latest
Patent
is the result of more than two years’ experimenting, and it embodies the ‘‘ One
Turn One Picture” principle, as set forth above, together with a number of
improvements in detail, which will at once commend themselves to all who have
had experience with earlier type machines.
It is absolutely correct in principle
and for all purposes is the most perfect instrument extant. The first picture is
quickly placed in register and all the rest will be found to be

IN

ACCURATE

REGISTER.

Jumping and flickering are thus entirely obviated.
Full particulars of these machines and of their improvements are contained
in a new Supplementary List, which can be had, post free, upon receipt of
application, or by writing to

“OPTIGRAPH,” c/o Truslove
West Norwood,

& Bray,
LONDON,

S.E.

Xvi.
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Trade Discounts
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Receipt of Trade Card.
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The

‘ Praestantia"'
Price

NEW

and
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=

Lawson

10s.

Od.

Price 21/-

'Saturator,
;

SETS,

SEASON

SLIDES,

1898-9.

FILMS.

Cuba and the Cubans,
Spanish-American

ACCESSORIES.

War,

North and North Central Spain,
South and South Central Spain,
European Russia,
Lakes of Killarney.

Lawson

“

Six Sets on English Church
History.

OXYGEN

Saturators.

& ACETYLENE

GENERATORS.

—_

Giant Intemperance.
ie
lllustrated Songs.

&C., &C.

FAL.

N ew Parables.

Catalogues, 6d.

Hire Lists, Gratis.
Operators’ Guide,

ULIMIT

" Monarch”

Bl-unial and Cinemat. ograp
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which will then form a box which will be a receptacle for the bellows when closed up.
Two
more pieces are required similar to those,marked
p. Cut a slot in these to allow of thumb-screws
for clamping to front of lantern after inserting
slide carrier in position.
Having got all the parts made as described,
next fasten on two brass springs as at E,
Printing frame springs will answer if bent and
cut as shown,
Fasten at the bottom part and
allow
them
to curve toward the carrier.
Next fix the parts p on to the runners B, and
place the
4 box part in position, and mark places
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carrier is simply lifted out, when the one which
was being shown is pushed into its place, its
position in turn being occupied by one which
had previously been placed into the upright end
of the carrier. It will be seen in the illustration
that this upright end is provided with a spring

lever, which, during the time that three slides
' are in the carrier, is on tension; but just as
| soon as the end slide is removed, the new slide

is thus quickly pushed into the line of field and
at once centered.

Of course, for each slide taken

out a new one has to be fed into the upright.
BINDER

CUTTER.

The same firm have devised a double wheel
slide binder cutter, after the style shown.
It is
merely necessary to run this over a piece of

for inserting bushes for thumb-screws at each
side. In making the pieces D they must be
paper, when both sides of the binding strip are
made just high enough for the lantern carrier | ¢yt simultaneously, thus ensuring them of the
to rest upon, and a narrow piece fixed across
same width throughout.
under the carrier as a support for same.
ELECTRIC DARK-ROOM LAMP.
Having fixed the carrier parts, fasten on the
To have a lamp which can be switched on at a
bellows at both ends. Then fix lens flange
moment’s notice is a most useful adjunct to the
and everything will be completed, excepting
photographic dark-room, or’to those who from
that a slot must be cut as shown in baseboard
time to time want to
A to allow of screw for clamping to front
make a few lantern
baseboard.
After all the parts are finished
slides. To thisend Mr.
they will look nicer after receiving a good
F.
W.
MHudlass, of
polishing.
Southport, has placed
upon the market a very
neat
and_
effective
lamp, after the style
shown in illustration.
The lightis switched
on by a turn of the
milled head at side.
:
The woodwork of this
lamp i
18 of mahogany, Heioh polished, and the
accumulator, which is 4 volts, gives a conSHARP-SHOOTER
CARRIER.
tinuous light for several hours.
With each
One of the latest of lantern carriers brought out
lamp full directions are sent for recharging.
by Mr. Tylar, of Birmingham, is termed the
This useful lamp measures 6 by 4 by 2 inches,
Sharp-shooter.
When a slide is to be changed
and can be used as a lecturer’s lamp by opening
on the screen, that which is at the end of the
the front glass containing the ruby medium.
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PNEUMATIC

DISSOLVER.

j

A few months ago we described the now wellknown pneumatic carrier made by Mr. Hudlass.
This dissolver consisted of a peculiar form of
carrier,

attached

to which

fitting on the lens. This
either with or without
that it can be used in
carrier, the pneumatic

was

MOTOR-PICTOROSCOPE.

For some time past we have been aware that
Mr. W. C. Hughes has been designing a new

a shutter for

shutter is now supplied
the special carrier, so
conjunction with any
part in this instance

operating the shutter only.

ee

CINEMATOGRAPHIC

simple when

FILM

ee eee

eae

MENDER,.

the new machine for the purpose,

iia

ani

aiid

introduced by Mr. W. C. Hughes, of Kingsland, | form of mechanism for projecting animated
N., is used. The broken film is first cut straight | pictures—a machine which he claims to be the
:

:

ultimate of perfection, as it is the embodiment
introduced
of every improvement
in the
The gearing in this
cinematograph machines.
machine is very high and one revolution of the
handle serves to bring.into position 15 pictures.
There is also an ingenious method employed
whereby the great impetus acquired and the
perfect balancing of the parts imparts

a perfectly smooth action which is
practically noiseless and gives no
strain upon the film, the spools
containing these being fitted with
ball

bearivgs.
For certain films
Mr. Hughes recommends the use of
a shutter and this can be switched on

‘or off, even

and both ends scraped when they are placed on | times.
the

bed of the mender,

care

being

of course

taken that the spocket holes of the film are the
A little cement is
correct distance apart.
applied with a brush, and the clamp shown in
the middle of the illustration screwed down.
The two side clamps are then closed and the
cement allowed to dry for a short time.

while

the

machine

is

running. Scratching of the film is
obviated by the particular form of
film cage used, which only clamps
the film at the edges yet ensuring
its remaining perfectly flat at all
The whole of the cinematographic

mechanism is attached to a hinged door, and the

| very act of opening this causes a carrier to be
| brought into position which is used either for the
announcement of titles or the projection of art
; pictures. Altogether the whole mechanism is
' of tke finest possible workmanship, and Mr.
| Hughes is justly very proud of it.
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Prices.
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Complete,
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£13

(1897
perfect

adjustments

for centering,
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£9

9
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e
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NEw
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A
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STEDMAN-BROWN

Acetylene Gas Generator. |Automatic Oxygen Generator.
ONKOs _

PATENTED,

aes

“ BREVETE

S.G D.G."

An Oxygen Gas Installation Complete in Itself

An immense success.
No trouble.
No waiting.
Needs no attention when
once started.
No gas escapes when
lights are turned down.
‘ Water does not spill.
Safe. Simple. Efficient.
Can be recharged when
lights are burning.
Acknowledged . by practical experts to be the
best for lantern work.
Every apparatus tested
and guaranteed.

Price
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‘6.
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Price
EVERY
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.
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THE COOKE CASKET,
The Cooke lens has lately been issued by Messrs.
Taylor, Taylor & Hobson in a casket containing
two focal lengths, The casket, which is covered

153

: also make a special feature of supplying gummed
‘ numbers, white spots for slides, diagram plates,
and other lantern requisites.

i
'
1
i

i

DAYLIGHT ROLL HOLDERS:
In

addition to the 2-plate
and 5 by 4 holders, described
and illustrated in our issue
for March last, the Kastman
Photographic Materials Company are now making them
on the same style for 4-plate
and 7 by 5.
THE

SPECIAL BULU’S-EYE
CAMERA, |

for films only, is fitted with a
R.R. lens for 3 by 4 pictures,
also with triple-action shutter.
Iris’ stops are fitted to this
lens
For focusing a finely
adjusted scale is supplied on
the apparatus. As will be seen
in the diagram there are two
in morocco and lined with silk, contains one 7.5

inch Cooke lens f6.5 and

one 10.5 inch 'rapid
and patent
flange fittings, and is destined to supply the combination with a high-class universal anastigmat
of one (or more) single lens of longer focus for ©
landszape or otker work. The total weight is
view lens f11 with iris diaphragms

15

ozs.

and

the

outside

measurements

5% by 22 by 24 inckes.

are

CANTING LANTERN STAND.
finders, and the camera being on the cartridge
Messrs. Riley Bros. have amongst their vast : system can of course be loaded in daylight.
stock of lantern apparatus a very nice and
NO. 5 CARTRIDGE KODAK.
substantial form of tilting stand for use on a
One of the latest cameras brought out by this
company is the No. 5 cartridge kodak for

table.
at once

By means
understood

of this stand, which will be
from

the sketch, a bi-unial

or other lantern can be easily adjusted without
‘the slightest fear of overturning.
SLIDE

BINDERS,

ETC.

Under the name of Wormwald specialities,
Messrs. Wood Bros., of Liverpool, are supplying
rectangular pictures 7 by 5, capable of holding
masks and binders for lantern slides, the edges sufficient film for 12 exposures.
This camera

of which are particularly clearly cut.

This firm

opens

out

after

the

style

shown

in

the
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illustration,

and

the

size,

when

folded, is . swung

3f by 84 by 103 inches, the total weight being
under 4 lbs. The lens, which is a high-class
one of 8 inch focus, is provided with all the latest

attachments.
plate-holders

In connection with this camera
can be supplied, if necessary, to
take 7 by 5 or 4-plates.
WRENCH’S

IMPROVED

CINEMATOGRAPHS.

out of the heat rays simultaneously
with the cinematographic portion. The spools
for the film are of 42 diameter, thus affording
ample accommodation for about 200 feet of
film. The projection lens for the film pictures
is also fitted on a rough adjustment slide, thus
facilitating the employment of lenses of varied
foci.
The action of the entire instrument is
very certain, accurate, and smooth, acd the film

A greatly improved pattern of cinematograph,
termed No. 100B, has been placed before the
trade by Messrs. Wrench & Son. The body of
the lantern is of Russian iron mounted upon a
substantial cast iron stand, the top of which is
accurately planned.
With both lantern and
cinematograph metal has been used in every
fitting, the only piece of wood which is to be found

is automatically wound up on the lower spool
immediately
after passing the condenser.

on it being the small handle of the door.

Another new, and we may say superfine, instru-

This

cinematograph, of which we give an illustration,
is so pivoted on its base that it is made to swing
round on a brass quadrant, so that an ordinary
projection lens with which it is fitted can
readily be brought into use for either the
projection of title or ordinary slides. The workmanship throughout is simply beautiful and the
fittings absolutely accurate.

is

The alum trough
so fitted to the cinematograph that it is

ment termed ‘‘One turn one picture” is also
being made. This instrument has a double feed
spocket which permits of any length of film

being used without the slightest strain upon it.
With this geared upper spocket an ingenious
reversing arrangement is fitted, which instantly
comes into play when the driving handle is
turned in the opposite direction, when the film
passes upwards in front of the condenser so that
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PAINTING
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..
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NOAKES

& NORMAN,

Manufacturers of High-Class Lantern and Photographic
Pr
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Apparatus.
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if desired at an
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MAHOGANY
OIL
polished mahogany body, moulded
window,
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Condenser,

and

LANTERN, with
door, and _ brass

compound

achromatic

front lens and 4-wick lamp

Complete

in Case

CINEMATOGRAPHS,

-

-

£3

7s.

6d.

speeds and pneumatic or finger rclease, rapid rectilinear lens, with
Iris diaphragm and focusing adjustment, two brilliant finders,

and

bushes for fixing to tripod.

From

£13
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STREET,

BRIN’ Ss
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THE INVICTA MAGAZINE HAND CAMERA, holds 12 plates.
automatic changing, time and instantaneous shutter, with variable

Ditto, improved form, with additional direct

Aluminium

tube Tripods, weight 15 ozs.

..

GREENWICH,

OxzY
Metallurgical,

and

view finder, £4

5s.

£1

1s.

S.E.

GEN.
other

purposes.

OXYGEN
of Guaranteed
Purity supplied in Cylinders
of the Best
BRITISH
Munufacture, and complying with all the established Trade and Railway Regulations

The public are respectfully informed that all Cylinders which

are filled by the Brin

Compantzs (whether their own or their Customers) are labelled with the Companies' Trade Mark.
This label guarantees the purity of the Gas, and is a further guarantee that the Cylinder has
been tested and proved sound in every respect by the Brin Company which has filled it. Cus-

tomers who wish to procure BRIN'’s OXYGEN are requested to see that the Cylinders supplied
to them bear this label, which is also stamped with the date on which the Cylinder was filled.
The Works of the Brin ComMPaNigs are open during business hours to the inspection of

their Customers, who are at liberty to test the quality of Gas being manufactured, and to watch
their own Cylinders being tested and filled.

Registered
Trade
Mark.

Price Lists of Gases, Cylinders, and all Accessories, can be obtained from the Company’s accredited Agents, or will be
sent Post free on application.

BRIN'S OXYGEN COMPANY, Limited, 34,Victoria Street, WESTMINSTER, S,W.
Addresses—

Works—69, Horseferry Road, WESTMINSTER, S.W.
MANCHESTER OXYGEN COMPANY, Limited, Great Marlborough Street, MANCHESTER,
BIRMINGHAM OXYGEN COMPANY, Limited, Saltley Works, BIRMINGHAM.
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reversed action of the film can be shown without
the use of a reversing prism. This instrument
is mounted with the quadrant much in the same
manner as shown in the illustration above. The
shutter is placed immediately in front of the
lens in the narrowest

intermittently,

part of the rays, which

sizes to hold from

3rd September, 1898.
Tth

100 to 2,000 feet of

film. There is a special form of finder which
enables the operator to adjust the exact focus
of the object being taken on the first portion of
the film itself. Continuous spocket wheels are
only employed as feeders of the film, which is

Oth

of paper

Walter White.

Improve-

ments in apparatus for producing and
exhibiting colour photographs.
September, 1898.
Gottbard Hansen and
Aasmunod Kraefting. A new or improved
portable generator for acetylene pas.
September, 1898.
Robert Atchison.

An

improved machine for taking and p.cjecting
chromo-photographe.

10th

September,
The

moved intermittently by a very ingenious device
termed ‘‘ One turn one picture.’ This particular
instrument is the style used at the recent
coronation festivities at Amsterdam.

lengths

textile or other fabric, photographic film or
other material, in sheet or rolled up form.
2nd September, 1898. James Nisbet and Joseph
McKinlay. Combination stereoscopic cinematographs and improved methods and
means
of working and making stereo
cinematographic pictures on filme, and for
exhibiting same by means of said combination stereoscopic cinematographs. .

permits of a much shorter cut-off than is usually
obtained. For taking cinematographic negatives
this firm has perfected a camera upon which one
would think it was impossible to suggest any
improvements.
It is made with spool boxes of
various

definite

155

1898.

‘Combine,’”’

;

George
a lantern

reducing, and projection
photographic processes.
SPECIFICATIONS

Barlow
for

Cliff.

enlarging,

in all kinds

of

DUBLISHED.

Copies of the following specifications may be obtained by
remitting 1/— for each specification to W. P. Thompson
& Co., Patent Agents, 322, High Holborn, London, W.C.

e-

. 19319 of 1897.

_

$aren

| 21372

The following List, relating to current Patent Applications, 1s compiled expressly for the ‘‘ Optical Magic Lantern
Journal” by W. P. Thompson d& Co., Patent Agents, of
322, High Holborn, London,
for further information

No.

. RECENT

17531.

should

PaTENT

W.C., to whom

all enquiries

17831.

August, 1898. Charles Albert Miller and
Frederick Juhn Miller.
Improvements in
acetylene gas jamps for various purposes.
23:d August, 1888. Frank McMillan and Alvah
Curtis Roebuck. Complete.
Improvements
io kinetographic apparatus.
26th August, 1898.
Herbert Charles Newton
and Frederic Eugene
Ives.
Complete.
Improvements in lanterns for. scientific

18135.

18346.

purposes.

29th

18499.

August,

1898.

Herbert

Dickinson

and

Andrew Gilligan Macculloch. Improvements
in mechanism
for displaying
optical
illusory books.
30th August, 1898.
John Bilbie and Henri
;

0:

APPLICATIONS.

22nd

17997.

for generating

of 1897. Chardin.
Acetylene gas apparatus.
23495 of 1897.
Hopkins.
Automatic slide carrier for
optical lanterns.
24707 of 1897.
Guy. Acetylene gas apparatus.
12160 of 1898. Woolfe.
Apparatus for receiving coin
and displaying stereoscopic or other pictures
or effects in exchange.
15299 of 1898.
Hill. Graphoscope for obtaining stereoscopic effects.
—

be addressed.

15th August, 1898. Frederick William Barratt.
An improvement in acetylene gas generators.
18th August, 1898.
William Charles. Hughes.
Improvements in cinematographs and like
instruments for the protection of kinetoscopic pictures.
18th August, 1898. John Alfred Prestwich. Improvements
in apparatus
for animated
photography.

17805.

Barnard.
Apparatus
acetylene or other gases.

Drivet. Complete. Improvements
in acetylene generators or lamps.
3lst August, 1898.
Arthur Samuel Newman and

Newman and Guardia.
New or improved
apparatus for feeding cr moving forward

Es3% Editorial Mable. =
£ZIRT HR TR

BS

RiLveyY Broviers’ CaTALOGUL.—The 1898-9 catalogue
issued by this firm is a good one, and contains many

particulars of the special forms of high-class jets and
lantern apparatus dealt in. <A special feature in this
business 18 the hiring out of lanterns and slides, an
excellent selection of which is to be found in their
circulating library list.
JosepH Levi anp Company's new Slide list contains
particulars of the latest sets, both life models and other-

wise, issued to the public for this season. This wholesale
firm are the sole agents for the celebrated Ferrier’s
lantern slides, which possess great delicacy of detail.
Lumiers's Finms.—The agents for these films are
Messrs. Fuerst Brothers, and in the latest lists, just to
hand, many new films are to be found. These contain
records of some of the latest events

of interest, besides

many pictures of a humorous character.
WILLIAM TyLaRr’s latest catalogue of photographic and
lantern apparatus is quite a new departure in pric lists,
for it contains numerous

illustrations, printed in colour,

of the apparatus which he manufactures.
The numerous
photographic and lantern adjuncts made by this Birmingham firm are well known throughout the world.
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Gorrespondence.

coason

Défes
STEREOSCOPIC

PROJECTION
SCREEN.

To Mr. J. Hay

ON

Eureka.—We have alluded to the explosion in another
column, but, as you will see, have mentioned no names.

Drak S1r,—Mr. F. A. Howard, in his letter published
in your issue for September, submits a suggestion for the
above and invites criticism.
If the presence of light

explains the theory or principles of sight, Mr. Howard's
explanation of the‘ Principles of stereoscopic relief”
would uot be quite so bad as it is. Light is only the
initial cause of our visual impressions, and

eye separately.

two properly

the eyes is only

dissimilarity of
eye separately,
viewed by each
But he forgets that at this particular

time, when only one eye is used, there is no stereoscopic

relief. It is only when two eyes are used with the
slightly different picture on each retina that we see
stereoscopic,

Stereoscopic projection from a single picture is not
possible for reasons stated.
Then there must be two
dissimilar pictures, and these must be presented to the
two eyes under proper conditions, asin nature, and hergin
lies the difficulty.
W. I. CHADWICK.
26, King Street, Manchester.
To Mr. J. Hay Yaylor, Editor.
Dean

possibly

Sir,—No

be

produced

correspondent,

true

stereoscopic

in the way

effect

indicated

Mr. F. A. Howard, who

seems

could

by your
to think

that two succeeding pictures taken on a cinematographic
film, from a moving steamboat, would furnish a pair of
views which, when blended together in the scope or by
other means, would produce stereoscopic relief,
There is but. very slight difference in two succeeding
pictures on a filgn of this kind, and I should say (roughly
speaking) that it would be only every twelfth picture that
would be taken from the point at a sufficient separation,
and thus foreground objects such as yachts, waves, etc.,
would have had time to alter their position, which
would be fatal to the result. It must ever be remembered
that it is absolutely neceesary that the two views composing a stereoscopic slide, must be taken at the same
moment,

unless

of course

the

subject

Queries.

A LANTERN

Taylor, Editor.

prepared pictures properly presented to
the initial cause for seeing stereoscopic.
Mr. Howard is quite right about the
the two pictures when viewed by each
also in his illustration of natural objects

and

is of still

life.

Before readers attempt 1o produce animated stereoscopic slides for the lantern screen, I should recommend
them first to solve the problem of adapting binocular
vision to the perception of stereoscopic relief from still
life subject: projected on to the screen, and let them find

a system of doing this without the use of any intermediate
appliances for the eyes of the audience.
UE course, animated stereoscopic views for the stereoscope is practicable and may be done by using a pair of
cinematograph films, which have been taken from two
points of view equal to the separation of tbe human eyes,
and exhibiting such films side by side in the stereoscope
by the use of suitable mechanical means.

THEODORE
Portland House, Fisherton, Salisbury,

BROWN.

John D. Cuzner.—(1) Write to Mr. Moss, ‘of the
Abingdon Acetylene Gas Company, Birmingham.
(2)
Three will‘give more light than two.
J. E. Thornton.—We replied by post.
W.J. G.—(1) You need have no fears about the cyclinder
of oxygen which you have had standing in the outhouse
for several months past; it will not deteriorate by
keeping, hydrogen, on the contrary, often does. It might
be wise to apply the gauge to the cylinder to ascertain
the quantity, for cylinders which have been full have
been found to be empty after standing by some months,
for the slightest leak at the valve makes a good difference
in the contents in the space of some months.
(2) The
jet is well spoken of by those who have used it.
P. Newland.—Thanks for your communication ; it came
too late for ANNUAL, but we will alter it slightly and give
it @ place shortly in JouRNAL.
D. J. H.—We azree that it is somewhat heavy, but it
is certainly good value.
P.—We regret we cannot recall particulars, but as you
state that you have been a reader of this Journal] from
the beginning, you will find it mentioned therein some
half a dozen years ago.
G. ’.—If the adapting shutter or mask will not move
sufficiently to render the picture wholely visible on
the screen with your cinematograph machine, we can
only suggest that you dieengage it from the spocket
wheel and sef it either back or forward a couple of
holes, which are at the edges of the film. Had you
stated whose apparatus you were using we would have
understooi your query better.
Lanternist writes :—I intend purchasing a lantern, but

I want the very best obtainable; from what firm would
you recommend me to purchase it? I want the very best
at a moderate price.
Ans.—The term ‘lantern’ nowadays includes everything from a single to a triple fitted
with a cinematographic attachment, hence is somewhat
elastic in its meaning.
We regret, however, that we

can only refer you to the firms whose advertisements
will be found in our pages, a8 we make it a rule not to
institute comparisons between the relative qualities of
various makera,
J. Haslock.—(1) We do not give the addresses of contributors, but if you like to send an envelope with stamp
enclosed in another to us we will fill in the address and

post it, and if the party then likes to reply, all well and
good. (2) We know of no firm making articles such as
you describe.

They were

discontinued tome

years ago,

but it is just possible that you may meet with some
second-hand through the medium of our advertising
columns.

Wk.

Lightfoct (Odessa).—We kvow nothing about the

party whose advertisement you refer to.
Messrs. Rendle, Scrimgeour, Dunmore, Perkins.—We
regret that in this issue space would not permit of your

valuable communications being inserted ; they will, however, appear in next.
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Well known to be the

BEST

Everybody says they
are the

CUT,

If you cannot get them
from your dealer, send
1s. 1d. and the

and every one

dealers

exact.

and

No rough

To be hadin boxes,
assorted, 1 [- or of one
shape
only.

edges.

All
perfect.

Samples

by

post

on

receipt of 2d.
144 Binders

Address to
Sole Proprietors,

free, white one cide and
black the other,or all black
in any of the shapes.

in box, fis.

WOOD
73,

BROS.,

Lord

St.,

LIVERPOOL.

Gummed Numbers, White Spots, Lantern Tinters, Dead Black, White Ink, Uranium I[ntensifier, Reducer, One
Solution Developer, 6d. each.
Anti-Halation & Backing Papers, 6d..9d.,&1s.
Diagram Glasses, le. 64. doz.

ARTISTIC

AND

BEAUTIFUL

Lantern Slides
ARF

PURLISHED

BY

GRAYSTONE

BIRD,

Photographer,
Silver

and

BATH.

Bronze

Medallist.

GENRE-Hay SceENES, SNOW SCENES,
CHILD STUDIES, CHOICE STUDIES BY
THE SEA. ETC.
A.P.

(p. 384)

“GRAYSTONE

Critique on R.P.S. Exhibition,
Palace, says :—

Crystal

LISTS

FREE.

TRADE

SUPPLIED.

(LATE

H. WILKIE

ROYAL

POLYTECHNIC

Specialist

in

Every

of Mechanical

description

INSTITUTION),

Optical
and

Projection.
Effect

Slides

for

tbe

Lantern.
Slides produced from Negatives, Drawings,
Paintings,
Prints, or written description in every grade of quality, from the
finest Hand Paiating to low-priced coloured Photographs.

SPECIAL EFFECTS FOR THE PRESENT SEASON.
A NEW DEPARTURE—“ The Economic Series.”
MANY
NOVELTIES.
LISTS POST FREE.
_ Photographs artistically coloured equal to the finest Hand
Paintings, in brilliant and permanent colours, at ordinary prices.

» Every description of Optical Instrument for Screen Work
designed and manufactured to suit special purposes.
All instruments supplied
by E. H. WILKIE will embody the practical
experience of a quarter of a century's public work.

15th,
FOR

LIST

H.

de

16th,

17th

and

18th

BLOIS-LEACH

&

CO.,

Lantern Slide Makers to the Oxford University Extension

HIGH

NEW

SOLAR

FLINT

denscr,

LINES,

CINEMATOGRAPH,

new

high-pressure

perfect in use, 28. 9d.

dozen.

complete

with

Lantern

Con-

Jet of 1,000 candle-power, in travelling

case ready for immediate use: perfect in action, the latest scientific
appliances, finest results: £10 10s.

CENTURIES.

TO

TURL,

THE

post free, in Tins containing one

‘NEW

Lantern Slides of Historical Portraits and Events.

3, THE

EDMUND

Birp has a large and very varied exhibit of upwards

of 50 Lantern Slides, the technical
and artistic quality of which
leaves little to be desired.”
——
SS
.

SEND

!n answer to many enquiries, please note address.

STREET,

114,
WEST

Lecturers,

OXFORD,

Slides made from Book Illustrations, Engravings, etc.. on the shortest
notice by the Collodion Process at 1s, 6d. each, cash with order.

HAMPSTEAD.

(Within sigh? of West Hampstead and Brondesbury
Railway Stations.)

ACETYLENE.
Invaluable

LANTERNS

for

AND

— THE

“FOWLER”

THE

STUDIO.

—

GENERATOR.

(PATENT.)

PRACTICAL

PHOTGGRAPHER

An Illustrated Monthly intended for the higher ranks of
Professional and Amateur Photographers.
Devoted equally
to the art, science, and applications of photography.

Metropolitan

Safest and

Best

Apparatus.

PRICE From £2 28.
Stamp for Catalogue and al] Particulars.

THE “FOWLER” ACETYLENE GAS CO.,
200,

MARSH

LANE,

BOOTLE.

LIVERPOOL.

Calctum Carbide at Market Prices.

Kindly

mention

this

Paper

when

writing

__xii.
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ARCHER'S

IMPROVED

OPTICAL
Two

Proved superiorto
all others,
See

LANTERNS.

Prize

Medals.
99

6 ¢

our new PERFECT
Single Lantern and

Reports.

Automatic

Dissolver.

See Enthusiastic Testimonials from Paut LANGE, Esq., G. E. THompson, Esq., Manchester
Camera Club, and many others.

“ THE

IDEAL,

the Lantern of the future.
No. 3, Plainer

The
The
Will show to perfection any distance from

Improved

Form,

68.

Price £8 15s. complete.

COMPLETE..

“PHOTINUS ” is the most powerful
world. Price £4 4s.

oi] lantern in the

Best ' BLO-THRO"” SAFETY JET in the Market. 500 Candle-power.
Price only 16s.
Send for List, Pos Free.
NEW OPAQUE SCREENS, just supplied to the Manchester Photo

ARCHER'S

he screen.

£6

Society, as they proved, THE

BEST

OF

ALL.

(See Testimonial.)

& SONS, Lantern Specialists and Manufacturers, 43 to 49, Lord Strret, Liverpool.

ARCHER

Established 1848,

Illustrated Lists free,

ot SEASON

Effect Slides painted for Wholesale London Houses.

1898-9.

Sop

meres

A

All kinds of Slides made to order.

NEW

AND

ORIGINAL

TEMPERANGE SERIES

YORK’S

sacs oF 40 suipes, x

Supplemental Catalogue

|-rye TEMPERANCE
| PiPGhins

LAN

|

E RN

S L]

D

|

2

4

v Dr. J. a
As

E S,

daa is
M.D.,
Pape

set is well

the

YORK

&

*

SON,
“

eRe

.

! Slides
!

67, Lancaster Road, Notting Hill,
LONDON,
|

_

W

W.

with

give
large

H,
|

uniformly

will
fine

and

GEON
H. S
id :—* Many will
. H, SPURGEONit eceae
pears

Special Reading to be obtained
Lantern
dealers; or wholesale from

LU CcoM a

1i
eee

from
+

TOMS,

78, QUEEN VICTORIA ST., LONDON, E.C.

help

you

to

definition

do
to

apertures

TAYLOR, TAYLORS Hopson.

and

ApuLts

both

eee

CooKr FENSES
They

for

oe

a

Vv;
*

*

adapted

xe, &e.

CHILDREN, it is a welcome addition to the Temperance
Lectures already published, and will be found to be of
great value in instructing and amusing both old and

Containing many interesting and sactcldted
| young alike.
additions, will be posted on application.
*

PROGRESS,

good
the

work.

margins,

Ask for the Cooke

SLATE STREET Works,
AND

10,

Charing

Cross

Rosp,

Booklet.

LEICESTER.
LONDON,

W.C.

all
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CRETON LIME CYLINDERS.

SILVER

want

the

very Best and

Limes—Limes

which

pitting-Send

and Particulars
the Creton

H.

Hardest

wi!l stand

tothe

for

a long
Prices

Manufacturer

of

Limes,

NOYCE,

85,

Nunhead

PECKHAM

RYE, S.E.

Lane,

Using a Silver Lantern Screen is equivalent

Each Screen is supplied
portable as any other.

with Roller and

5 feet by 5 feet
Or
423.
6,
7
ow
7»
8
8
9

»

..
.
«+

£Ls ad
150
2116
0
25
0
215
0

.«
«
-

9

Moulding,

and is as

:

£s. a,
To feet by to feet
- #400
2."
4)
Iz,
-- 510
0
IO
4;
12-45
-- 415
0
(For Cinematograph.)

DARLINGTON’S HANDBOOKS.
ay

“Sir Henry Ponsonby is commanded by the
Queen to thank Mr. Darlington fur a copy ofhis
handbook.”
2
“Nothing better could be wished for.”
British

HAND, BY ALL THE BEST MAKERS.

Weekly.

“Far superior to ordinary guides."—Zovtdon
Datly Chronicle.

The

Brighton, Eastbourne,

rs.each.
The
The

Ill'd.

Maps by JOHN BARTHO!.OMEW, F.R.G.S.

Isle of Wight.

Yale of Liangollen.|
Wye Valley.

The

The
The

Channel

Islands.

North Wales Coast.
Severn Yalley.

Hastings, and

St. Leonards.

journemouth and the New Forest.
Bristol, Bath, Chepstow, and Weston-super-Mare.

Dissolving View Magic Lanterns and Slides
and

the

Sole Makers:
P
& CO., 142, Suffolk St., BIRMINGHAM,
ESTABLISHED 1811.

R. FIELD

Apparatus, Scientific Instroments
description of miscellaneous property.

to doubling

376

20, Oranbourne St., Leicester Square, London, W.O.

Aberystwith, Towyn,. Barmouth, and
Dolgelly.
Malvern, Hereford, Worcester, and Gloucester.
Liandrindod Wells, and the Spas of Mid- Wales.
3S. 6d. net. 60 Illustrations. 24 Maps and Plans.

every

LONDON

MBE. J.C, STEVENS begs to announce that he holds Sales of the
above, every Friday, at half-past twelve precisely, at his great
Rooms, 88, King Street, Covent Garden, London.
Gentlemen wishing to include property in these Sales ave requested to

4AND_ENYIRONS.

By E. C. COOK, and E. T. Coox, M.A.

Llangollen: DARLINGTON & Co. I-ondon: SIMPKIN & Co.
PHOTOGRAPHS. — Beautiful Photographs of Scenery,
Ruins, &c., in Italy, Greece, Turkey, Palestine, and Eyypt;
also North Wales, 1s., 1s. 6d., and 2s. Complete List Post Free,

send particulars one week prior to sale.

THE

SCREEN

PRICES,

Lanterns and Operator let out for evening entertainments for children, &c. Terms Moderate.

Photographic

SILVER

brilliancy of illuminant, whether it be Arc, Limelight, Acetylene,
Incandescent Gas, or Gil Lamp, and cost of this great increase is
nothing after first outlay.
:

SANDS, HUNTER & Co,,
Photographic Apparatus and Lanterns,
NEW AND SECOND

(Patent).

For Cinematograph, Lantern, and all other projection purpose:.

time

without

SCREEN

Lewis Wright and Anderton’s

Sl

If you

LANTERN

XXill.

DARLINGTON

“INJECTOR ”

& CO., LLANGOLLEN.

MIXED

JET.

Patents 10,554 and 24,761/93.

6X

PRICE

SOs.

X.

This is the only Mixed Gas Jet which will work at full
power with coal gas taken direct from the town supply,
and oxygen from a cylinder. In order to effect this the
oxygen, on its way to the mixing chamber, is made to pass
through the small Injector | in the sketch at'a pressure of
about

12 Ibs. per square

inch.

In passing’ through

the

Injector it sucks a supply of coal gas from the pipe H,
which is connected with the house pipe, and forces it
forward through the short pipe T into the mixing chamber
M. Here the mixed gases meet the baffle plate B, which
has the two-fold effect of silencing the passage of the
gases, and ensuring their complete admixture.
The
mixed gases then pass through holes in the edge of the plate, and so to the burner.
The requisite pressure

~ of oxygen is obtained in the ordinary way by a fine tap on the cylinder, or an automatic

regulator

with a high-pressure spring 1o deliver at about 15 lbs. pressure.
Three seasons’ experience have fully established the superiority of this Jet over all others.

THE FULL 1,800 TO 2,000 CANDLE-POWER

fitted

It will yield

(so-called) of the ordinary mixed jet when taking its supply

of coal gas direct from the town’s pipe, or even froma bag without any pressure atall. If a town’s supplyis not
available, it wi!l work just as well with coal gas from a cylinder,
We cannot see why ordinary mixed jets
should be purchased which cannot offer these alternatives. As for blow-through jets, we do not know why
they should be used at all, when with the same economy and convenience of working, the Injector Jet will give
two or three times the light.
The working of che Jet is simpler than that ofan ordinary jet. When the H tap is once adjusted, it does not need
to be touched again when using town's gas. The turning off or on of the oxygen supply regulates automatically the
supply of coal gas. This is a great convenience in actual use.
Most existing jets can be fitted with an Injector to enable them to take their coal gas supply from the house pipe.
The Jet willin certain cases be sent on approval on deposit of purchase price.

MANCHESTER

Great

OXYGEN

Marlborough

(Brin’s

Street,

Further particulars free on application to
CO.,
LTD.,

Patent)

Manchester.

Make Photography a Pleasure.
The Best Aids to

/

Produce Perfect Pictures.

po

” ROMPETITION.
Open to all users of the ThorntonPickard Cameras or Shutters in all
parts of the World.

Illustrated Catalogue with full particulars post free from the ThorntonPickard Manufacturing Company, Ltd.,
Altrincham.
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